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ABSTRACT
The two objectives of this single-subject study were to assess how FM system
use impacts parent-child interaction in a noisy listening environment, and how
parent/caregiver training affects the interaction between parent/caregiver and child. Two
5-year-old children with hearing loss and their parent/caregiver participated. Experiment
1 was conducted using an alternating treatment design measuring three communication
behaviors (e.g., child’s vocalization, parent/caregiver’s initiation, and parent/caregiver’s
response) across four listening conditions (e.g., HA+Quiet, HA+Noise, FM+Quiet, and
FM+Noise). Experiment 2 was conducted using a comparison within and between
conditions to reassess the communicative behaviors across the listening conditions after
the parent/caregiver training. Findings of this study point to three major conclusions.
First, FM system use (i.e., FM-only mode) facilitated FM01 child’s ability to maintain
the same level of interaction in a noisy as in a quiet environment. Second,
parent/caregiver training enhanced the impact of FM system use for both child’s
vocalization and caregiver’s initiation for child FM01, and parent’s initiation for child
FM02. Third, it is important to verify the function of both FM system and HA
microphones to ensure access to an FM advantage.
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1
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
The importance of universal newborn hearing screening programs (UNHS) and
early intervention services for children with hearing impairment has been long
recognized in the United States (National Institutes of Health, 1993; Joint Committee on
Infant Hearing, 1994 and 2007; American Academy of Pediatrics, 1999). The growing
body of literature acknowledges that when early identification and early intervention
occur for newborn infants who are deaf or hard-of-hearing, they perform as much as 20 to
40 percentile points higher on school-related measures of vocabulary, articulation, speech
intelligibility, social adjustment, and behavior (Yoshinaga-Itano, 1995; Yoshinaga-Itano,
Coulter, & Thomson, 2000; Yoshinaga-Itano, 2004).
Following early identification, the focus on family-centered intervention services,
as mandated by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, 1997) and Joint
Committee on Infant Hearing (2007), has encouraged researchers to further evaluate the
involvement and effectiveness of parents/caregivers’ interaction and the development of
speech and language for children who are hearing impaired. Research supports the
concept that a parent’s responsiveness is associated with the child’s language outcomes
(Stock, 2002), greater receptive language at one year (Baumwell, Tamis-LeMonda, &
Bornstein, 1997; Rollins, 2003), and superior speech and vocabulary development in the
second and third year (Olson, Bayles, & Bates, 1996; Rollins, 2003). In addition, research
indicates that a child’s language acquisition is an interactive process in which the
communicative behavior of the parent influences the behavior of his/her child and vice
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versa (Sameroff & Fiese, 1990; Spencer & Meadow-Orlans, 1996; Tamis-LeMonda
2001; Calderon, 2000; Moeller, 2000).
Another important factor is the impact of the listening environment (e.g., noise,
reverberation, distance, and speech/signal to noise ratio) on children as they learn and
develop speech, language, and communication skills. Studies have shown that children
require more complete and efficient auditory information and better listening
environments than adults do in order to learn and develop speech and language (Elliott &
Katz, 1980; Nozza, Miller, Rossman, & Bond, 1991; Allen & Wightman, 1994). Children
with hearing loss have difficulty comprehending speech in many communication
situations due to the distance from their communication partner, poor speech/signal to
noise ratio (SNR), and/or reverberation (Finitzo-Hieber & Tillman, 1978; Hawkins, 1984;
Crandell & Bess, 1986; Killion, 1997; Bradley, Sato, & Picard, 2003). Lack of access to
consistent auditory input places children with hearing impairment at risk for speech,
language, academic, and social delays (Boothroyd, 2002; Flexer, 1989; Bess, 1985; Bess,
Dodd-Murphy, & Parker 1998).
Due to the emerging development of language and speech, amplification systems
must be optimized for access to the spoken word. For example, frequency modulation
(FM) systems have been routinely used for children with hearing loss in educational
settings for many years. One of the advantages of using an FM system is that the
microphone is placed very close to the mouth of the talker allowing speech to be
transmitted to the listener at a higher level than would otherwise occur. In fact, the
availability and use of FM systems have increased as a result of the Americans with
Disabilities Act-PL 101-336 (Johnson, Benson, & Seaton, 1997), Sections 300.4 and
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300.5 Assistive Technology Devices and Service (Johnson et al., 1997), and the IDEA,
Part B and Part H (Johnson et al., 1997). In addition, FM systems have been shown to
support the interaction between an adult and a child with hearing loss in noisy
environments (American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 1991 and 2002;
Madell., 1992; Clarke-Klein, Rousch, Roberts, Davis, & Medley, 1995; Moeller,
Donaghy, Beauchaine, Lewis, Stelmachowicz, 1996; Flexer, 1997; Launer, 2003). The
use of FM systems has also been shown to enhance reading skills, increase attention span,
and reduce distractibility for children with hearing loss (Flexer, Kemp, Alyssa, Cheryl, &
John, 2002; Crandell, Smaldino, & Flexer, 1995; McSporran, 1997; DiSarno, &
Schowalter, 2002).
The present study was designed to investigate the impact of FM system use and
parent/caregiver training on the interaction between caregivers and young children who
were hard of hearing in a less than optimal listening environment. A review of relevant
literature and research questions follow.
1.2 Review Of The Literature
1.2.1 Effect Of Early Identification
And Early Intervention
Yoshinaga-Itano, Sedey, Coulter, & Mehl (1998) assessed the language abilities
of 72 early- (i.e., by 6 months of age) and 78 later-identified children with hearing loss.
The severity of hearing loss ranged from mild to profound. Chronological ages of these
children were from 1 year and 1 month to 3 years, with the mean of 2 years, 2 months
and standard deviation of 7 months. Four-seven percent of the early- and 41% of the
later- identified groups were reported to have one or more additional disabilities. All
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children received intervention that was, on average, within 2 months of identification and
focused on improving the child’s language and communication skills. Children in both
groups of early- and later-identification received ongoing intervention for approximately
one hour per week. Six children received the intervention services from a private centerbased program for children who were deaf or hard of hearing. The remaining children
obtained the family-based services from the Colorado Home Intervention Program. A
combination of signing and spoken language and only spoken language were the two
modes of communication used with these children. The investigators used the Minnesota
Child Development Inventory (MCDI; Ireton & Thwing, 1974) to measure children’s
receptive and expressive language abilities. This MCDI assessment was reported by
parents when they observed listed behaviors in their children. Results revealed that
significantly better receptive and expressive language development was associated with
early identification of hearing loss and early intervention. Children who were identified
by 6 months of age had significantly better language performance than children identified
after 6 months of age. These results were observed across age, gender, socioeconomic
status, ethnicity, cognitive status, degree of hearing loss, mode of communication, and
additional abilities, with no significant differences between the early- and the lateridentification groups on demographic variety.
To further examine the earlier findings from Yoshinaga-Itano et al. (1998),
Moeller (2000) examined the association between age of enrollment in intervention and
language outcomes for 112 children who were deaf or hard of hearing at 5 years of age. A
secondary purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between family
involvement in intervention and the child’s language outcomes. The majority of
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children’s hearing loss was profound whereas there were relatively few children with
mild hearing loss. All children in this study used binaural personal amplification at home
and FM systems at preschool. They enrolled in the Diagnostic Early Intervention
Program (DEIP) for 6 months following identification of the hearing loss. The DEIP is a
family-centered program to support families of recently diagnosed children to identify
needs and decision making in relation to options of obtaining intervention. After the six
months, they were referred to local early intervention programs or to an auditory/oral
program for children residing in rural communities. Sixty-one children attended an
auditory/oral program whereas fifty-one children enrolled in a total communication (TC)
program. Families received one or two home visits per week and were involved in a
parent support group. After 3 years of age, these children attended preschool programs.
Since vocabulary and verbal reasoning skills are considered to be critical to reading
comprehension, Moeller and her colleagues used the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
(PPVT) and the Preschool Language Assessment Instrument (PLAI) to evaluate the
children’s language outcomes. A rating scale was also developed to assess family
involvement. Early interventionists who had contact with families in this study for at least
2 years rated the families on a scale from 1 (for limited participation) to 5 (for ideal
participation). Two interventionists independently rated each family. Results showed that
early enrolled children (i.e., by 11 months of age) performed significantly better (p < .01)
in the development of vocabulary and verbal reasoning skills at 5 years of age than did
later-enrolled children (i.e., after 36 months of age), and were close to the performance of
normal hearing peers who participated in this study. Furthermore, there was a strong
correlation between child vocabulary and level of family involvement (p < .01). That is,
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the more involved the family was reported to be with their child’s intervention program,
the higher the child’s vocabulary was at 5 years of age. However, considering both
factors (age of enrollment and family involvement), it appeared that early enrollment in
intervention service was of benefit to a child’s language development even with limited
family involvement. The mean PPVT scores for the early-identified group with various
levels of family involvement ranged from 80 to 99. Children who were early identified
and had a high level of family involvement in intervention obtained the strongest
performance with the mean PPVT scores of 99. Verbal reasoning skills were assessed for
80 out of 112 children in this study. Only the earliest-enrolled children’s performance
was within the low mean range of 1.43 or at the 25th percentile compared with hearing
peers. Latest-enrolled children (i.e., above 35 months of age) obtained scores that were
below the hearing peer’s scores. Children with above average level of family
involvement obtained a mean score of 1.5 on abstract verbal reasoning while children
with below average level of family involvement obtained a mean score of 0.31. Although
children with above average family involvement scored higher in verbal reasoning, their
scores were still well below that of peers with normal hearing.
Continuing to investigate outcomes of children who obtained early-identified
hearing loss by 6 months of age and received UNHS, Yoshinaga-Itano and her colleagues
(2001) compared the developmental outcomes of two groups of children who were born
in Colorado hospitals with and without UNHS. Twenty-five pairs of screened and nonscreened children, ages 9 to 61 months, were recruited. These children exhibited bilateral
hearing loss ranging from mild to profound severity. Eight children participating in this
study had additional disabilities that were reported by their parents. Sixty percent of
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children were using TC and 40% of them were using spoken language only. Eighty-four
percent of children born in screening hospitals were early identified with hearing loss
prior to 6 months of age, compared to eight percent of the children in the non-screened
group. The MCDI and the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (Fenson,
Dale, Reznick, Bates, Thal, & Pethick, 1994) were two parent questionnaires used to
assess the child’s language development. For speech analysis, a spontaneous speech
sample was collected from each child and analyzed for the number of consonants, initial
blends, and overall speech intelligibility. For the language analysis, a sample of a 20minute interaction between the child and parent was coded for different words. Findings
revealed that the average language quotient (LQ) (i.e., receptive or expressive language
aspect) of the screened group was higher (82 LQ) than that of the non-screened group (62
LQ). In addition, children in the screened group had better receptive and expressive
language quotients, more variety of consonants in the spontaneous phonetic repertoire,
better speech intelligibility, and larger expressive vocabulary inventories.
1.2.2 Importance Of
Parent And Child Interaction
Spencer et al. (1996) conducted a longitudinal study to investigate relationships
between caregivers’ responsiveness and child’s representational play and language
development for three groups of hearing child/hearing mother (hH), hearing impaired
child/hearing mother (dH), and hearing impaired child/ hearing impaired mother (dD)
dyads. The study recruited forty-three 9 to 18 month–old infants who were hearing
impaired as well as infants who were normal hearing. These infants had bilateral
sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), ranging from moderate to profound severity, and
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were identified by 7 months of age. All infants were enrolled in early intervention
programs by 9 months of age. Their communication modes were either oral or total
communication in which American Sign Language (ASL) or English based signing
systems were applied. Data from child play sessions were obtained when infants were
within two weeks of 9, 12, and 18 months of age. These play sessions lasted 15 minutes
at 9 and 12 months, and 20 minutes at 18 months. Interactions between mother and child
were recorded and analyzed in terms of child’s play, language measures, and maternal
responsiveness ratings. Ratings of maternal responsiveness were obtained from child play
sessions at 12 and 18 months, using a scale developed by Meadow-Orlans and Steinberg
(1993). Maternal responsiveness was scored as the mean of three aspects of this scale:
Sensitivity, Flexibility, and Consistency. Results indicated caregivers’ interactions with
their children encouraged the emergence of play behavior in toddlers who were hearing
impaired and who were normal hearing, especially at the age of 18 months.
Despite the encouragement and promotion of parent’s rights to get more involved
in decision making and in their child’s education activities (IDEA, 1997), outcomes with
parent involvement have not been well examined in early intervention and school-based
education programs. In light of this concern, Calderon (2000) investigated the influence
of parental involvement and interaction on language, early reading, and social –
emotional development of children who were hearing impaired. Twenty-eight children
with moderately severe to profound SNHL were recruited. They were 45 to 88 months of
age and graduated from the Early Childhood Home Instruction (ECHI) intervention
program in which total communication (TC) was used with Signing Exact English (SEE)
as the manual communication mode. Of these 28 children, 10 attended schools for the
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deaf, 4 were in fully mainstreamed programs, and 14 were in self-contained programs for
children who are deaf or hard of hearing in public hearing schools. The child’s language
and pre-reading skills were assessed in a 60 to 90-minute, center-based visit. A videotape
of parent and child interaction was also obtained during this visit. In addition, the parent’s
involvement was rated by the child’s teacher after obtaining consent from the parents. A
14-indicator involvement inventory was constructed in which some indicators such as
participates in individualized education planning meetings, volunteers in the classroom,
and requests additional services for their child were applied. The child’s social-emotional
adjustment was assessed by the same teacher using two questionnaires. Prior to this
center-based visit, the early interventionist rated perceived parental involvement using
his/her narrative notes during the home-based visits. These notes included the
interventionist’s five-point ratings on the parent’s attendance at the visits, and levels of
the parent’s activeness or passiveness during these visits. Also, parents completed a
family information form that included number of additional services that the child
received from the early intervention or school-based programs. Maternal communication
skills during a structured parent–child interaction were assessed using the Language
Proficiency Profile-Parents Version (LPP-PV) (Calderon, Sidman, & Bargones, 1996).
In this Profile, the parents were asked to encourage their child to tell a story about each of
three pictures of varying familiarity. Some LPP-PV listed skills were omitted due to nonrelevance and some additional skills were added such as introduces new vocabulary, uses
wh-questions to elicit language, and uses multiple words/signs in messages. Scores of 1
or 0 were used to rate the absence or presence of these maternal communication skills.
The Preschool Language Scale–3 (Zimmerman, Steiner, & Pond, 1992) was used to
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assess the child’s receptive and expressive language development. The teachers rated the
child’s social-emotional adjustment using two measures. The first measure, Social
Emotional Assessment Inventory-Preschool Version–Scale 1 (Meadow, 1983) was used
to examine positive social-emotional adjustment. The second measure, Teacher Rating
Form of the Child Behavior Checklist (Achenbach, 1992) was used to assess
externalizing behavior problems. The Child Behavior Checklist contains 100 or 113
(dependent on the age of the child) behavior-problem descriptions rated by teachers for
degree of frequency of the problem (none, sometimes, a lot) shown by the child. Findings
revealed that parental involvement and communication skill could positively contribute to
a child’s language development, academic performance, and social-emotional
adjustment. Maternal communication skill was significantly and positively correlated
with teacher-rated maternal involvement (p < .001). The Preschool Language Scale–3
scores were significantly and positively correlated with the child’s degree of hearing loss
as well as maternal communication skill (p < .001). Maternal communication skill was
negatively related to child’s external behavior problems. For example, mothers with
lower ratings of communication skill had children who were rated highly in externalizing
behavior problems- after controlling for hearing loss.
Not only does parent communication skill impact language and behavior, it also
impacts the development of speech for children who are hearing impaired. TamisLeMonda, Bornstein, and Baumwell (2001) assessed the relationship between maternal
responsiveness and children’s speech and language development milestones at 9 months
and 13 months of age. Forty mothers and children with normal hearing participated in the
study. Child’s activities and maternal responses were coded based on several approaches
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(Bornstein & Tamis-LeMonda, 1989; Bornstein, Tamis-LeMonda, Tal, Ludemann, Toda,
Rahn, Pecheux, Azuma, & Vardi, 1992; Baumwell, Tamis-LeMonda, & Bornstein,
1997). To assess the child’s speech and language, the mother was provided with a packet
and instructed by experimenters. This packet consisted of the Early Language Inventory
(ELI; Bates, Bretherton, & Snyder, 1988), the MacArthur Communicative Development
Inventories (Fenson et al., 1994), and the checklists of word/phrase use (Tamis-LeMonda
& Bornstein, 1994). Results indicated that some types of maternal responsiveness could
be used to predict later timing of child’s language development. For example, maternal
descriptions (i.e., descriptions of an object, event, or activity) at 9 months predicted
timing of child’s first imitation, and maternal descriptions and play prompts or
demonstrations predicted timing of child’s first words.
1.2.3 Training Effects On
Parent/Caregiver-Child Interaction
In light of promoting and enhancing parents/caregivers’ role to facilitate
children’s speech, language, and communication skills development, Girolametto and
Weitzman (2006) introduced The Hanen Program, “It Takes Two to Talk”, a family–
focused program for parents of young children with language delays. This program
consists of three components: 1) a pre-program assessment of parent-child interaction, 2)
a group training in 6 to 8 sessions (i.e., 16 hours), and 3) feedback on three videotaped
sessions. The program also addresses the importance of parent’s involvement in the
intervention to help their child to develop speech, language, and communication skills in
natural home settings. In addition to having a family–centered focus, The Hanen Program
introduces strategies in training parents to identify and use daily activities or routines to
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facilitate children’s speech, language and communication development.
More importantly, the program is designed to help parents develop interactive
responsiveness that is critical to their child’s development of speech, language, and
communication skills. These strategies are elaborated in three sections of the program:
child-oriented behaviors, interaction–promoting strategies and language–modeling
strategies. The child-oriented behaviors introduce strategies that parents can use to
encourage their child to interact more such as observe the child’s action/interest, wait and
listen, and follow the child’s lead. The interaction–promoting strategies section is
designed to help parents develop and maintain balanced turn-taking between them and
their child during the interaction. The language–modeling strategies section is designed to
help parents learn how to expand a child’s speech and language by applying some
strategies such as repetition, expansion, and approximation while interacting with the
child.
Childcare centers are one of many resources that facilitate children’s speech and
language development. Girolametto, Weitzman, and Greenberg (2003) investigated how
training childcare providers could affect children’s language. Sixteen childcare providers
from four nonprofit childcare centers and 32 children with normal development were
recruited. Ages of the children ranged from 18 to 67 months. Each child’s development
was reported by parents and by the childcare providers’ completion of the Speech and
Language Assessment Scale (Hadley & Rice, 1993). Eight of the childcare providers
were randomly assigned to an experimental group and another eight were assigned to a
control group. Each childcare provider was videotaped during interaction with a group of
four children for four visits. The first visit was for practice. The second visit was a
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videotaped pre-test involving a 15-minute interaction per activity (e.g., book reading or
play dough) between each caregiver and the children. The post-test was videotaped
immediately after the training, and at a follow-up visit nine months later. Both groups of
caregivers received training from The Hanen Program, “Learning Language and Loving
It” (Weitzman, 1992). However, the control group only received the training after the
completion of the post-test visits. The 14-week training program was provided for eight
sessions of 2.5 hours each session. The training focused on three aspects to facilitate child
language. These included child-oriented responses (e.g., waiting for initiations, being
face to face), interaction-promoting responses (e.g., waiting for turns, using combinations
of questions and comments to encourage child’s turns), and language-modeling responses
(e.g., using expansions and extensions). Two observers using the Systematic Analysis of
Language Transcripts (SALT; Miller & Chapman, 1998) coded the interaction between
each caregiver and each group of the four children. Caregiver’s language behaviors were
measured using the SALT with two criteria: talkativeness (e.g., number of utterances,
number of words per minute), and complexity (e.g., mean length of utterance in
morphemes). For children, the SALT generated number of utterances, number of
different words used, and number of multiword utterances. The Teacher Interaction and
Language Rating Scale (Girolametto, Weitzman, & Greenberg, 2000) was used to
evaluate verbal and nonverbal features of caregiver–child interaction. This rating scale
consisted of 11 items and used a 7-point frequency response scale to judge how
frequently a caregiver used a specific strategy (1=rarely, 3=sometimes, 5=frequently,
7=consistently). Pre-test results showed that there were no significant differences
between the experiment and control groups of caregivers on number of spontaneous
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utterances, number of reading-utterances, and ratings on the Teacher Interaction and
Language Rating Scale. Similarly, there were no significant differences between the
groups of children (i.e., control and experiment) on number of utterances, number of
multiword utterances, and different words. Post-test outcomes indicated that caregivers of
the experimental group were significantly more talkative and used significantly more
words per minute in the book reading context than caregivers of the control group (p <
0.05). There was no difference between caregivers of the two groups on language
complexity. For children’s outcomes, children in the experimental group used a
significantly greater number of utterances than children in the control group (p < 0.05).
There was no difference between children of two groups in terms of number of different
words used. Follow-up findings after nine months of the post-test suggested that
caregivers of the experimental group maintained the use of training strategies.
Tannock, Girolametto, and Siegel (1992) investigated effects of an interactive
model with the focus on parents’ language and communication skills. Thirty-two children
and their parents were recruited. Ages of the children ranged from 20 to 40 months.
Children’s hearing abilities were mostly within normal limits, with the exception of six
children with mild hearing losses. Nine children presented with Down syndrome,
nineteen with unknown etiology, and the remainder presented with chromosomal
abnormalities, William syndrome, and cerebral palsy. Both children and their parents
were randomly assigned into a control (i.e., delayed treatment) group or an experimental
(i.e., immediate treatment) group. Each group was divided in two subgroups based on the
children’s mental age (MA) such as low MA (e.g., less than 16 months) and high MA
(greater than 16 months). The majority of children in the low MA group communicated
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primarily using eye gaze, actions, and vocalization combined with some gestures, with
four children using single words. Children of the high MA group used single words and
their expressive vocabulary ranged from 10 to 100 words. The Hanen Early Language
Parent Program (Girolametto, Greenberg, & Manolson, 1986) was used to provide the
intervention in this study which consisted of twelve sessions, nine evening sessions at the
center and three at each family’s home. Each evening session lasted approximately 2.5
hours. Families of both control and experimental groups received intervention. However,
families of the control group received intervention when the control phase ended.
Families of the experimental group were assessed three times: pre-test; post-test, and
follow-up. Since families of the control group also received intervention (but, later than
the experimental group), they were assessed four times: pre-test, post-test, pre-test after
obtaining the intervention, and follow-up. Each assessment was conducted at four-month
intervals. Two independent observers coded interactions between mother and child.
These interactions were videotaped for 15-minutes of free play interaction during each
visit. To assess parent’s and child’s communicative behaviors, the coders used the
Receptive Scale of the Sequenced Inventory of Communication Development (Hedrick,
Prather, & Tobin, 1975) and the Early Social Communication Scales (Seibert & Hogan,
1982). Parent’s interaction was assessed on interaction-promoting strategies (e.g., turntaking), language-modeling strategies (e.g., responsive labels and comments), and childoriented strategies (e.g., responsiveness and decreased directiveness). Child’s interaction
was assessed on turn-taking (e.g., vocal, verbal, and nonverbal), socio-interactional skills
(e.g., initiations and responses), and language abilities (e.g., vocabulary diversity). Pretest results showed that there were no differences between children of the experimental
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and the control groups. However, there was a difference in the parent groups. Mothers of
the control group were more responsive (p < 0.01) and more focused (p < 0.004) than the
experimental group prior to intervention. Post-test findings indicated that mothers of the
low MA in the experimental group used higher rates of turns than the control group (p <
0.04). Mothers of the experimental group used more language-model strategies (e.g.,
more object or event labeling, more expansion, extension, and parallel talk; p < 0.04),
less directive behaviors (p < 0.04), and more responses (p < 0.02). Also, follow-up results
showed that mothers of the experimental group maintained use of language-modeling
strategies and child-oriented strategies after training. Children of the experimental group
increased rates of vocal turns after intervention in comparison to children of the control
group (p < 0.012). Follow-up results of children in the experimental group showed
significant differences in receptive language skills in comparison to post-test results (p <
0.01). However, further statistical analysis suggested that this finding was due to
maturation effects more than delayed treatment effects (i.e., 4 months after the post-test).
1.2.4 Effect Of Signal To Noise Ratio
On Children With Hearing Impairment
Johnson (2000) studied the effects of reverberation and noise on the speech
perception ability of children and adults. Sixty children with normal hearing, aged 6 to 15
years, and 20 adults with normal hearing, aged 16 to 30 years were recruited. Their task
was to identify consonants and vowels in naturally produced nonsense syllables presented
at four different sensation levels (SL) in reference to their speech recognition thresholds
and in four listening conditions. These four SLs were at 30, 40, 50, and 60 dB SL. Four
listening conditions were quiet (i.e., absence of reverberation and noise), reverberation of
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1.3 seconds, noise (i.e., +13dB SNR against a multitalker babble), and reverberation plus
noise. Average reverberation time (i.e., 1.3 sec) was measured using a modular sound
level meter (SLM), octave-band filter, and reverberation module (Bruel and Kjaer, Model
No. BZ7108). The ambient noise level was 40 dB SPL and the frequency-specific
levels/pulses obtained through the octave-band filters were 37dB at 125 HZ center
frequency (cf), 33 dB at 250 Hz cf, 24 dB at 500 Hz cf, 9 dB at 1KHz cf, 9 dB at 2KHz
cf, 10 dB at 4 KHz cf, and 11 dB at 8KHz cf. The modular SLM with reverberation
module was placed in one corner of a lecture hall (14m x 10m x 3.2m) to create
frequency-specific pulses that were sent to an amplifier, then transduced through a
loudspeaker into the lecture hall (Optimus, model No. 650). Next, a 0.25-inch condenser
microphone of the SLM transduced the pulses as these pulses reverberated in the room.
The SLM with the reverberation module calculated the rate of decay of these frequencyspecific pulses. Then the mean reverberation time of the room was calculated averaging
the reverberation time obtained at 500 Hz, 1 KHz, and 2 KHz octave-filter bands. List A
of the Edgerton-Danhauer Nonsense Syllable Test (NST; 1979) was used to assess
identification and errors of consonants and vowels. Results revealed that mean consonant
identification scores in the combined condition of reverberation and noise were
significantly lower than the other three conditions (p < .01). At 30 to 40 dB SL or higher,
mean consonant identification scores were significantly higher in the quiet, the noiseonly, and the reverberation-only conditions (p < .01). Also, at 50 dB SL all age groups
obtained maximum consonant identification scores. For vowel identification scores, the
effect of listening conditions was consistent with the results reported in the consonant
assessment. Findings revealed that the ability to identify speech in reverberation and
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noise was lower for children than adults. For example, mean consonant identification
scores of the youngest group aged 6 to 7 years were significantly lower than other groups
aged 10 to 30 years (p < .01).
Wherein Johnson (2000) studied the effect of noise and reverberation on children
with normal hearing, Crandell (1993) studied the effect of classroom noise plus
reverberation on two groups of children with normal hearing and minimum degrees of
sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL). Twenty children were recruited for each group and
ranged from 5 to 15 years of age. The BKB Standard Sentence Test (Bench & Bamfort,
1979) was used to assess their speech recognition ability. The noise stimulus of the
Speech Perception In Noise Test (SPIN) was used in noise conditions (Bilger, 1984;
Kalikow, Stevens, & Elliott, 1977) to produce multitalker babble noises at 59, 62, 65, 68
and 71 dB SPL while the speech stimulus was set to 65 dB SPL. As a result, five SNRs
were examined. They were -6, -3, 0, +3, and + 6 dB SNRs. The child’s task was to repeat
each sentence monaurally presented to them. The study revealed a trend of poorer
recognition performances for children with minimal degrees of SNHL than for normal
hearing children across most listening conditions (e.g., -6 dB to +3 dB SNR). For
example, the mean score of speech recognition for children with minimum hearing loss
was 74.9% compared to 94.7 % for the normal hearing group at a SNR of + 3 dB. The
performance of the minimum hearing loss group was lowest at – 6 dB SNR (38%
compared to 71 % for the normal hearing group).
1.2.5 Effect Of FM System Use For
Children With Hearing Impairment
Effect of FM system use in classroom setting
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Hawkins (1984) assessed the impact of hearing aid (HA) and FM system use in
various combinations for 9 mild-to-moderate SNHL children aged 11 to 14 years. Seven
children used FM systems at school. A Phonic Ear 805 CD behind-the-ear HA was used
in this study. The FM system consisted of the Phonic Ear 441T transmitter with a
directional microphone and the 445R FM receiver. An omni-directional microphone was
used in one condition with the 441T. The FM receiver was coupled to the HA(s) through
a direct audio input (DI), a neck loop (NL), or a silhouette inductor (SI). The coupler
frequency response curves for the HA in the omni- and directional microphones were
within +/-2 dB from 400 to 7000 HZ. Below 400 Hz, the gain was reduced in the
directional microphone mode. The frequency responses between the three FM systems
(i.e., DI, NL, and SI) and the HA were quite similar for a frequency range between 900
Hz and 2 KHz. Up to 10 dB reduced gains were observed for the three FM system below
900 Hz and above 2 KHz. All testing was conducted in a school classroom with a mean
reverberation time of .6 s across 250, 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz. To set the hearing
aids, a half-gain rule (Berger, Hacberg, & Rane, 1980) was applied to adjust 2-cm3
coupler gain in 1000-2000 HZ region and 10 dB was subtracted from this half-gain rule
at 500 HZ. Then, the gain was reduced by 5 dB for the binaural HA condition. Speech
signals were presented from a loudspeaker placed 2m from the child at a 00 azimuth and
noise was from a loudspeaker placed 4 m from the child at an 1800 azimuth. The FM
microphone was 6 inches from the speech loudspeaker. An adaptive procedure was used
to determine the SNR required for 50 % performance (Levitt, 1971). In addition, two
SNRs (+6 dB and +15 dB) representing noisy and relatively quiet conditions of a typical
school classroom were used and word recognition scores were obtained. The Phonetically
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Balanced Kindergarten (PB-K) word lists were used to produce speech stimuli at 65 dB
SPL (Pearsons, Bennett, & Fidell, 1977) at the location of the child for all test conditions.
Results of the adaptive procedure revealed that the average advantages of all four FMonly conditions (e.g., monaural DI, monaural NL, monaural SI, and monaural DI +
teacher’s microphone omni-directional) ranged from 11.8 to 18.4 dB in comparison with
the HA conditions and from 7.9 to 16.9 dB with the FM+HA comparisons. There were
significant differences that ranged from 3.9 to 7.4 dB between binaural HA directional
microphones + FM conditions versus HA-only or HA omni-directional
microphones+FM. However, the FM+HA in omni-directional microphone condition did
not reveal this SNR advantage over the HAs. Results of word recognition revealed that
performances improved significantly from +6 dB to +15 dB SNR for HA-only (16%) and
HA+FM (20%) conditions. There was no significant change for the FM-only condition
(4%) when the SNR increased. When comparing the word recognition scores in the FMonly (e.g., directional microphone) and the HA-only conditions, results showed that
scores for FM-only were significantly better than those for the HA-only in both quiet and
noisy classroom (p < 0.5). For example, scores were 32 % better in the FM-only than the
HA-only.
Boothroyd and Iglehart (1998) evaluated the efficacy of FM systems for 13
teenagers with severe to profound hearing loss, aged 15 to 17 years. No additional
disabilities were reported. Participants’ speech perception was measured as percentage of
phonemes correctly recognized in lists of consonant-vowel-consonant, in noise and in
quiet, and with the FM microphone/transmitter on and off. The FM system fitting scheme
recommended by the ASHA (1991) was applied to ensure that 65dB SPL input into the
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HA microphone produced the same output of 80 dB SPL input in the FM microphone. A
body-worn FM receiver/HA unit (Phonic Ear 471T) and a behind-the-ear FM
receiver/HA unit (Phonic Ear Free Ear) were used in this study. Speech stimuli were
presented by live voice at 10 feet from the students and 12 inches from the teacher’s FM
microphone/transmitter. The multitalker babble from Neuman, Bakke, and Levitt (1994)
was applied in this study and produced from four loudspeakers to generate an average
root-mean-square noise level of 55 dB SPL (+/- 2 dB) at the teacher’s and students’
locations. When the noise was presented, the corresponding SNRs were 20 dB at the
teacher location and 5 dB at the student location. The +5 dB SNR was selected so as to
have a measurable effect on aided speech perception. An equation (e.g., Py=100*(1- (1Px/100)k) ) was derived from probability theory to calculate k values representing FM
benefits. It was assumed that the addition of the FM signal was equivalent to multiplying
by the k factor, the number of independent channels of information available to listeners
when using HA-only mode (Boothroyd & Nittrouer, 1988). Results revealed that FM
benefit was present in both quiet and noise but was somewhat greater in noise. For
example, the k factors were 1.68 (SE = .20) for quiet and 2.33 (SE = .33) for noise. When
examining phonemes correct in noise, the k value of the FM+HA was 1.25 whereas it
was 1.70 in HA-only condition. This result could be due to several possible factors. First,
it could be because the FM microphone in the FM+HA mode did not
effectively/completely eliminate the interfering effects of noise. Also, it was possible that
the 20 dB SNR at the teacher’s microphone was not favorable enough to outweigh the
interfering effects of noise in this study. Another plausible factor could be related to the
effect of compression of the FM microphone/transmitter; in effect, the SNR never
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reached 20 dB at the students’ ear. Children’s phoneme recognition scores were better for
vowels than consonants, and initial consonants were easier to identify than final
consonants, but the FM benefit was present for all three phonemes (F [2, 24] = 87.20; p =
.0174).
Effect of FM system use in kindergarten, pre-school, and home settings
Like older children, infants and toddlers face challenges of poor acoustic
environmental conditions. They need optimal listening conditions in order to facilitate
their speech and language acquisition and development, particularly during the
interaction with parents, caregivers, and other family members. Optimal benefits are to be
expected when an FM system is considered early in the process of fitting amplification.
For example, parents have reported that children using FM systems imitated more often
their parent’s speech and consequently, parents talked more to the children (Benoit, 1989;
Moeller, Donaghy, Beauchaine, Lewis, & Stelmachowicz, 1996). Numerous
investigators have stressed the effect of FM system use in academic environments
(Crandell & Smaldino, 1999; Pittman, Lewis, Hoover, & Stelmachowicz, 1999; Mendel,
Roberts, & Walton, 2003; Tharpe, Ricketts, & Sladen, 2004; Hawkins, 1984) few studies
evaluated the effects of FM systems for very young children at home or preschools
(Benoit, 1989; Clarke-Klein et al., 1995; Moeller et al., 1996, & Flexer, Biley, Hinkley,
Harkema, & Holcomb, 2002).
Benoit (1989) conducted a 12 month-study to examine the efficacy of FM system
use for children with hearing impairment in a home setting. Specifically, one of his
interests was to use questionnaires to understand changes in parent-child interactions
resulting from the use of FM systems at home. Ten children with severe-to- profound
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hearing loss, aged 1 to 3 years, participated in this study. Each child had at least 5 months
of binaural hearing aid experience and used a loaner FM system (Telex Model TW-3) for
12 months. The FM receiver was coupled to the child’s hearing aid through an audio
input cord, silhouette, or an FM receiver that had a built-in HA. Hearing Aid + FM and
HA-alone modes were assessed in this study. Parents participated by filling out
questionnaires after 3, 6, and 12 months of the study period to report their experiences of
parent-child interaction with home use of a FM system. Most parents in this study
reported that their children appeared to imitate sounds or words more appropriately and
to watch more often for speech reading cues when using the FM system. Also, parents
provided some written comments, such as wearing a microphone/transmitter was a
“physical” reminder for them to provide language stimulation, and that background noise
was not perceived as an obstacle to communication.
Madell (1992) reviewed the use of FM systems as primary amplification for
preschool-aged children with severe and profound hearing loss (children’s ages were not
reported in detail). She reported several advantages of FM systems such as improving
speech perception and reducing the detrimental effects of distance, noise, and
reverberation based on three case-study reviews. She found benefit for the HA+FM mode
for children with severe or severe to profound or profound hearing loss to be higher than
for the HA-only mode. Her report indicated that the use of an FM microphone could
improve the SNR by 10-15 dB, reduce the negative effects of distance and background
noise on the speech signal, and improve speech recognition for children with hearing
loss.
Using a single-subject design, Clarke-Klein et al. (1995) assessed the use of FM
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amplification to improve a 5-year-old child’s discourse skills over a 3-month period. The
child had normal hearing at the time of the study, but due to a history of otitis media was
found to have problems with conversational skills such as repeated requests for
information, abrupt topic shifts, failure to provide referents, and inappropriate pauses.
Interactions between the child and a speech therapist, a teacher, and his peer were
recorded in a preschool classroom for 10-sessions, 10 minutes each session. The first
three sessions were obtained as baseline data without amplification use. The rest of the
eight recorded sessions were for both alternative conditions: with and without FM
amplification. The child used binaural ear-level FM hearing aids (Sonovation LRR 200).
In the FM+HA mode the FM output was approximately 4-6 dB higher than the behindthe-ear hearing aid amplified output. Three types of conversational turn taking were
coded in this study including requests for information (RI), information sharing (IS), and
rhetorical (RH). RI was defined as using a question for information seeking such as, “do
you want this?”, or a request for clarification such as, “I can’t hear you.” Information
sharing (IS) provided information about persons or events such as, “I like red play
dough”, and included an explanation such as, “I did not understand you”, and information
about tasks such as, “Let’s go get some white paper”. Rhetorical (RH) was coded as
questions or statements that did not require the child’s responses. The appropriateness of
the child’s responses was judged based on whether she attempted to provide the
requested information and whether she completed a successful interaction (detailed by
Brinton & Fujiki, 1984). Mean interobserver agreement was 99 % for identifying speaker
or listener and 74 % for judging the appropriateness of the child’s responses. ClarkeKlein and her colleague concluded that percentage of appropriate or effective
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conversational turns (i.e., RI, IS, and RH) were observed more with FM system use
(73%) than without FM use (51%).
Moeller and her colleague (1996) conducted a two-year longitudinal study to
evaluate the efficacy of FM system use in the home setting for preschool children with
mild-to-severe SNHL. The investigators measured and compared changes in language
acquisition between two groups-one group was encouraged to use the FM system at home
as often as possible while the other used only their personal hearing aids. Systematic
Analysis of Language Transcripts (SALT) and Developmental Sentence Scoring (DSS)
were used to analyze children’s language samples. The investigators used daily logs, a
weekly observation inventory, and a situational listening profile for parents to report
benefits and practical problems associated with FM system use across a variety of
nonacademic situations. Ten children aged 2 to 6 years participated in the study. The
delay between age of identification and the provision of binaural personal hearing aids
ranged from 3 to 14 months. All children attended a local aural-oral school and used
binaural BTE hearing aids and Phonic Ear FM systems (PE 471 and PE 475) in their
classrooms. The FM systems could be used in FM-only, FM+HA, and HA-only mode.
Each child was assigned an audiological advocate who completed baseline and routine
audiological monitoring, monitored device function, and provided loaner hearing aids
and/or replacement FM systems when necessary. Hearing aid performance measures
included listening checks, electroacoustic analyses of the hearing aids, measures of real
ear aided response (REAR) and real ear saturation response (RESR). Target gain for both
the personal hearing aids and the FM systems was based on the Desired Sensation Level
method (Seewald, Ross, & Spiro, 1985). When a participant would not tolerate the
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completion of real ear measures, aided sound-field measures were obtained. The
investigators followed the procedure described by Lewis, Feigin, Karasek, &
Stelmachowicz (1991) to fit the FM systems. For example, when possible the FM signal
was set 5 dB higher than the signal from the HA microphone to optimize the SNR when
both the FM and HA only modes were active. Results on the formal language measures
(e.g., SALT and DSS) revealed that though there were no statistically significant
differences between the FM and hearing aid users, some children in the FM group made
unusually large gains in certain aspects of language development over time. In addition,
both parents and children reported some benefits of FM system use in specific listening
situations. For example, in comparison to reports from the HA-group, parents of children
who were encouraged to use FM systems at home reported fewer requests for
clarification, more participation in and comprehension of conversations, and more
pragmatic overhearing from their children,. Moreover, both the parents and children of
the FM group reported their preference for FM over personal hearing aids in some
specific situations, such as when competing noise or distance might interfere with
communication, tutorial sessions in the home when background noise was distracting,
and listening to TV or story tapes, as well as in group situations with a primary speaker
(e.g., Sunday school). These findings indicated that FM system use might be particularly
effective for children’s language learning in less than optimal listening environments and
appropriate use of the device may facilitate effective communication in a variety of
listening situations.
To evaluate the effect of FM system use for children transitioning from their
second semester in preschool to their first semester in kindergarten, Flexer and her
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colleagues (2002) investigated how to improve emergent reading skills using soundfield
amplification and teacher training for 53 four-year-old children with normal hearing.
Three teachers from a preschool, 3 kindergarten teachers, and students participated in this
study. There were 23 students in Group A (control group), 7 students in Group B
(training of phonemic awareness without FM system use), and 23 students in group C
(training of phonemic awareness with FM system use). The investigators used the YoppSinger Test of Phonemic Segmentation (Yopp, 1995) to measure participants’ ability to
separate sounds of a spoken word in order. Test scores were obtained during the first
semester of preschool as the test baseline and at the end of the subjects’ first semester of
kindergarten as post-test scores. Statistical data analyses indicated that percentages of
children who scored below 5 as an indicator of possible reading problems were lowest for
group C (9%) and highest for the control group (57%). Also, this study revealed a trend
toward greater development of phonemic awareness skills when soundfield amplification
was added to phonemic awareness instruction (78% Group C, 57% Group B, & 17%
Group A).
1.2.6 Purposes, Research Questions,
And Hypotheses
Aside from these studies (i.e., Benoit 1989, Clarke-Klein et al. 1995, Moeller et
al. 1996, and Flexer et al. 2002) which assessed the efficacy of FM system use for
kindergarten, preschool-age, and at-home children, no published studies have examined
and quantified the impact of FM system use for very young children when they interacted
with their parent/caregiver in various listening environments. The major purpose of this
study was to assess the usefulness of an FM system on interactions between
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parent/caregiver and a young child who is hard of hearing. A secondary purpose of this
study was to evaluate the effect of parent/caregiver training on the interactions between
parent/caregiver and child. To accomplish these purposes, five questions were addressed:
1. Does the interaction between parent/caregiver and child vary as a function of
listening environment (i.e., quiet or noise), if using hearing aids (HA) only?
2. Does the interaction between parent/caregiver and child vary as a function of
listening environment (i.e., quiet or noise), if using an FM system only?
3. Does the interaction between parent/caregiver and child vary as a function of FM
system use versus HA use in a quiet listening environment?
4. Does the interaction between parent/caregiver and child vary as a function of FM
system use versus HA use in a noisy listening environment?
5. Does parent/caregiver training affect the parent/caregiver-child interaction
differentially during FM system and HA use in a noisy versus quiet environment?
Regarding assessing the impact of FM system use on the interaction between
parent/caregiver and child in a noisy listening environment, five hypotheses were
presented as follows. First, the level of interaction (e.g., communicative behaviors)
between parent/caregiver and child would differ between HA+Quiet and HA+Noise
conditions. Second, the level of interaction (e.g., communicative behaviors) between
parent/caregiver and child would not differ between FM+Quiet and FM+Noise
conditions. Third, the level of interaction between parent/caregiver and child would not
differ between HA+Quiet and FM+Quiet conditions. Fourth, the level of interaction
between parent/caregiver and child would differ between FM+Noise and HA+Noise.
Fifth, regarding parent/caregiver training effect, it was hypothesized that the level of
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interaction (e.g., communicative behaviors) between parent/caregiver and child would be
affected differentially in some listening conditions. Specifically, communicative
behaviors would increase for post-training HA+Noise in comparison with pre-training
HA+Noise, and for post-training FM+Noise in comparison with pre-training FM+Noise
condition.
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CHAPTER II: METHODOLOGY
2.1 Participants
Two parents/caregivers and two children aged five years with bilateral SNHL
were recruited. The first child (FM01) presented with a moderate low-frequency hearing
loss in the left ear and a mild-to-moderate hearing loss in the right ear. He had a history
of acute otitis media beginning at three months of age and “a narrow airway” when he
was born. He spent a considerable amount of time in the hospital (i.e., several weeks) and
had limited exposure to speech and language during that period. He had been wearing his
hearing aids for three years prior to participating in the present study. He used an oral
communication mode, attended pre-school since three years of age, and participated in
individual speech therapy, at school, twice a month provided by a speech language
pathologist and a teacher of the deaf and hard of hearing. He was bothered by background
noise such as the television or people talking. He did not enjoy movies at the theatre. His
grandmother attended with child FM01 as his caregiver and provided the interaction with
him for all visits of this study.
The second child (FM02) presented with a mild-to moderate SNHL in the left ear
and a moderate-to-severe SNHL in the right ear. He had a history of otitis media. He was
diagnosed with hearing loss at two months of age and received his hearing aids at four
months of age. Limited signs were used to gain attention when he was at a distance from
a talker or when he did not use his hearing aids. He was bothered by background noise
such as the television, people talking, lawn mower, the dish washer, and the vacuum. He
participated in one group and one individual therapy session per week. His mother
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attended with child FM02 as his parent and provided the interaction with him for all visits
of this study.
Both children had no known visual, cognitive, or motor delays and spoke English
as their only language. They had no experience of using an FM system prior to this study.
2.2 Amplification
2.2.1 Hearing Aid Setting
(Child FM01)
Child FM01 had worn binaural behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aids on a daily basis
since he was two years of age and his current hearing aids were Phonak Certena M. An
electroacoustic evaluation was conducted with the HA attached to a HA-2, 2cc-coupler
(American National Standards Institute 3.22, 2003). Simulated real ear measures for the
left ear showed that with a 65 dB speech input, target values for DSL v.5 (Seewald et al.,
1985) were approximated from 250 Hz through 2 KHz and were 5 dB below the target
value at 4 KHz. For the right HA, the same stimulus resulted in values 8 dB below target
for the low frequencies (i.e., 250 Hz through 1 KHz), and close to target values at 2 and 4
KHz. No changes were made to the hearing aids. Using the software provided by the
AudioscanTM, audibility was assessed using the Speech Intelligibility Index (SII;
American National Standards Institute, 1997) for the same average speech input. The SII
is the amount of the speech signal that is audible, represented on a scale of 0.0 to 1.0. An
SII of 0.0 is consistent with none of the speech signal being audible. An SII of 1.0 is
consistent with the entire speech signal being audible. For the left ear, the SII was 0.95.
For the right ear, the SII was 0.92.
2.2.2 FM Connecting
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(Child FM01)
For the purpose of the study, the Certena HAs were binaurally connected with the
FM Phonak Inspiro FM system which included Micro MLxS receivers via audio boots
AS5. This FM system was provided on loan for purposes of the present study. In both the
HA-only and FM-only conditions, the HA microphones and the FM microphone were at
omni directional settings and volume controls were disabled. Simulating frequency
responses (with the 2cc-coupler) indicated that gain with a 65 dB SPL speech input for
the FM-only setting resulted in an average gain of 12 dB (ranging from +2 to +18 dB-in
favor of the high frequencies) above that for the HA-only mode for both ears. The
maximum output levels (MPOs) were within +/- 3 dB, on average, for the HA-only and
the FM-only modes from 500 Hz through 4 KHz.
2.2.3 Hearing Aid Setting
(Child FM02)
Child FM02 had worn binaural BTE Phonak Maxx 311 Forte hearing aids for four
years. The same equipment and procedures were used to assess his hearing aids and to
connect the FM system. Simulated real ear measures for the left ear showed that with a
65 dB speech input, the HA was approximately 8 dB below the target value for DSL v.5
at 250 Hz, and an average of 12 dB above the targets for the frequencies 500 Hz through
4 KHz. For the right HA, the same stimulus resulted in approximately 10 dB below the
target value at 250 Hz, close to the target value at 500 Hz and 1 KHz, and an average of 6
dB above the target value at 2 and 4 KHz. No changes were made to the hearing aids.
For the left ear, the SII was 0.82. For the right ear, the SII was 0.70.
2.2.4 FM Connecting
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(Child FM02)
For the purpose of the study, the Phonak Maxx HAs were binaurally connected
with the FM Phonak Inspiro FM system which included Micro MLxS receivers via audio
boots AS9. This FM system was provided on loan for purposes of the present study. In
both the HA-only and FM-only conditions, the HA microphones and the FM microphone
were at omni directional setting, and volume controls were disabled. Simulating
frequency responses (with the 2cc-coupler) indicated that gain with a 50 dB SPL pure
tone sweep input for the right FM-only setting resulted in an average gain of -2.5 dB
below that for the right HA-only mode, and an average gain of -4.5 dB below that for the
left HA-only mode, from 500 Hz through 4 KHz. The MPO of the right FM-only setting
was -10.8 dB, on average, below that for the right HA-only mode. The MPO of the left
FM-only setting was -6.8 dB, on average, below that for the left HA-only mode, for the
same frequency range.
2.3 Test Environment
All testing was conducted in a 4.5 m x 4.5 m space located in a therapy room
housed in the Wendell Johnson Speech and Hearing Center. A 1.8 m circle–shaped rug
was located at the center of the room, defining the play area where the interaction
between parent/caregiver and child was to take place. Noise stimuli were delivered from
four loudspeakers positioned .88m from the floor. See Figure 1 for a diagram of the
room. The noise stimulus consisted of the International Speech Test Signal (ISTS). This
noise stimulus was developed by the European Hearing Instrument Manufacturers
Association (Holube, Fredelake, Vlaming, & Kollmeier, 2010) and was produced by
recording female talkers from six languages (i.e., Arabic, English, German, Spanish,
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Mandarin, and French). For each language, one recording of a female talker was selected
based on her regional dialect, her voice quality, and her median fundamental frequency.
The long–term spectra of the ISTS deviated by less than 1 dB from the international long
term female speech spectrum (Byrne, et al., 1994). Using a 1-minute file segment of the
ISTS, a 40-minute uninterrupted stimulus was created for this study by randomly
repeating this file segment at the beginning, middle, and the end of the segment. A Radio
Shack sound level meter (SLM) was used to measure the frequent-peak overall noise
level delivered from the four loudspeakers in the testing room prior each visit. To
measure parent/caregiver’s talking level in order to establish SNRs conditions, the SLM
was set to a slow, A-weighting scale, and was placed at the center of the rug at the level
of the talker’s mouth while she interacted with her child. In addition, the SLM was used
to measure this frequent-peak, overall noise level at multiple locations throughout the
rug-parameter to verify that SNR remained constant for each dyad of parent/caregiver
and child regardless of their location on the rug. The parent/caregiver was instructed to
speak using a normal and natural conversational level as would be used at home. Two
sets of CD players (TEAC CD – P1250) and amplifiers (GPA - 2000) were used to
deliver four overall levels of the noise source from the loudspeakers at 50 dB SPL, 55 dB
SPL, 60 dB SPL, and 62 dB SPL. The overall level of the amplification system of the
four loudspeakers could not exceed 62 dB SPL—this determined the poorest SNR
obtained for each dyad of parent/caregiver and child as reported in Table 1.
2.4 Materials And Task
Each visit lasted for 90 minutes, structured as follows: 30 minutes of audiological
work (i.e., testing, checking, and fitting HAs and FMs), 40-50 minutes of data collection,
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and 10-20 minutes of initiation (i.e., child exploration of room and selection of toys) or
breaks. During the 40-50 minutes of data collection, the parent/caregiver interacted with
her child in 5-minute sessions. The first session was preferred/free-play activities.
Preferred activities represented the activities that the child was more interested in than
other activities in the laboratory or the activity/toy that the parent/caregiver and child
often played at home. The parent/caregiver was invited to bring toys from home if she
preferred. Potential activities for subsequent sessions were determined based on the
child’s preferred activities. Preferred activities for this study included: play dough, a
cooking set, dolls, a farm set, a car set, and a zoo set. These toys were similarly set up in
the playroom for the children to select and play with their parent/caregiver each visit.
Records of the toys and activities that the child selected were kept for each session across
visits to ensure that the activities did not affect the assessment of FM system use. All
sessions were video and digital-audio taped.
A pre-determined training package from The Hanen Program for Parents, “It
Takes Two to Talk” (Girolametto & Weitzman, 2006), was used to prepare a 1-page
handout of communication strategies for the parent/caregiver training. To ensure
parent/caregiver’s understanding of the strategies instructed in the training,
parent/caregiver was asked to provide examples of the strategies during the training. Both
the parent and caregiver were able to do so. The handout is included in Appendix A.
2.5 Coding
2.5.1 Turn-Taking Definition
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A turn was operationally defined as a string of one or more utterances
with/without gestures that was followed by a pause of two seconds or more, or that was
completed when the other partner began his/her turn.
The parent/caregiver’s and the child’s communicative behaviors were examined
in each turn. Parent/caregiver communicative behavior was classified into two
subcategories of parent/caregiver’s initiation and parent/caregiver’s response.
2.5.2 Communicative Behavior Definitions
Parent/caregiver communicative behavior
A parent/caregiver’s initiation was coded when the parent/caregiver started to
produce any speech-like vocalization to introduce a novel idea or activity from a current
or an ongoing activity/event and required a response from a child. For example, if the
child was moving a truck back and forth and the parent/caregiver moved a cow toward
the truck and stated, “Look, the cow is running toward the truck,” or asked, “Do you want
to put the cow in the truck?”
A parent/caregiver’s response was coded when the parent/caregiver started to
produce any speech-like vocalization to respond to the child’s vocal or gestural attempt at
communication. For instance, if the child pointed to a pig toy or said, “Pig”, and the
parent/caregiver acknowledged: “Pig, yeah, that’s right”.
If parent/caregiver combined both initiation and response in one turn, it was
coded as both an initiation and a response. For example, if the child said, “I want to run
the car around”, and the caregiver said, “Yeah (responding turn). Do you want to go this
way too (initiating turn)?”
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Parent/caregiver’s initiation was recorded and presented as responses per minute.
Parent/caregiver’s response was recorded as responses per minute and presented as
probability of parent/caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization. Probability of
parent/caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was defined using total number of
parent/caregiver’s response divided by total number of child’s vocalization per session. A
probability of 1.0 is consistent with the parent/caregiver responding to each of the child’s
attempts at communication.
Child communicative behavior
A child vocalization was operationally defined as any speech-like sound produced
by the child, including vocal play, canonical (e.g., baba), and variegated babble (e.g.,
babi) and recognizable words.
Child communicative behavior/vocalization was recorded and presented as
responses per minute.
2.6 Design
Experiment 1 was conducted using a single subject, alternating-treatment design
(Kennedy, 2005). Experiment 2 involved a comparison within and between conditions for
each participant. Experiment 1 consisted of four listening conditions (i.e., HA+Quiet,
HA+Noise, FM+Quiet, and FM+Noise). Further details of the four conditions are
reported in Experiment 1 of the procedure section. Experiment 2 consisted of two phases
(i.e., A=Pre-training and B=Post-training). Data for phase A were the recordings obtained
from Experiment 1. Data for phase B were collected following parent/caregiver training
and consisted of parent/caregiver and child interaction across the four listening conditions
after the parent/caregiver training was provided.
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2.7 Procedure
2.7.1 Audiological Evaluation
The child’s first appointment involved an audiological evaluation and an initial
FM connection which lasted approximately 1-hour. Previous audiological evaluations
including pure tone thresholds and hearing aid evaluations were collected from the latest
records provided by the children’s service providers (e.g., audiologists, pediatricians, and
local early interventionists) or the child’s parent, for comparison. If the child’s pure tone
thresholds, and/or hearing aid evaluations were not fully obtained from the first visit, they
were completed at the second visit of the study. In addition, at each visit, otoscopy and
tympanometry were used to examine the status of the child’s ear, and FM system and
hearing aid checks were conducted to ensure proper function. The FM system connection
and hearing aid checks followed the American Academy of Audiology’s Clinical Practice
Guidelines-Supplement A 4.22.08 (2008). All evaluations and FM system connections
were conducted at the Wendell Johnson Speech and Hearing Center at the University of
Iowa under the supervision of a licensed audiologist. Decisions regarding final FM
system connection were determined by the supervising audiologist.
2.7.2 Experiment 1: Assessing The Impact
Of FM System Use In Noisy And Quiet
Listening Environments Using
An Alternating-Treatment Design
To assess the impact of FM system use, we gathered data relative to
parent/caregiver and child interaction for four conditions: HA use only in a quiet
environment (i.e., no delivered noise), HA use only in a noisy environment, FM system
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use in a quiet environment, and FM system use in a noisy environment. A minimum of
three data points (sessions) were obtained for each condition to ensure stability of
responses. A random numbers program was used to determine the order of
implementation of the four conditions and to counterbalance across participants to ensure
that these conditions were independent. The parents/caregivers were blinded to the
condition during all sessions.
2.7.3 Experiment 2: Assessing The
Impact Of Parent/Caregiver
Training Within And
Between Conditions
This experiment consisted of two visits, each lasting approximately 90 minutes.
The handout adapted from the Hanen Program (see Appendix A) was used to provide the
parent/caregiver training at the beginning of each visit during Experiment 2. During the
training, the parent/caregiver and the investigator studied and discussed strategies of
interest to the parent/caregiver as well as ones she felt comfortable applying when
interacting with her child after the training section. Following these 15-minute trainings,
the interaction between the parent/caregiver and the child was reassessed in a randomized
fashion across the four conditions.
2.8 Data Collection
Observation periods were 40 to 50 minutes in length each visit, broken into 5minute sessions. Each session represented one condition of the study (i.e., HA use in
quiet, HA use in noise, FM use in quiet, and FM use in noise). Each session was recorded
on DVD with two adjustable cameras attached to the room walls, which provided dual
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camera angles. Sessions were audio-recorded with an FM table microphone. Two trained
observers coded the communicative behaviors of interest while the interaction was
occurring (i.e., real time coding). The coders used !Observe—a computerized, coding
program (Sander, 2001) that allowed the user to assign keys of the computer keyboard to
code the behaviors of interest. A second-by-second record of this coding, a frequency
count of each communicative behavior, and total responses per minute of each behavior
of interest were generated. The study author served as the primary coder and coded all
sessions. The secondary coder coded more than 30% of all session time for the two
parent/caregiver-child dyads.
2.9 Interobserver Agreement
Interobserver agreement (IOA) was calculated using an interval-by-interval
comparison. An agreement was scored if both observers indicated the described
communicative behaviors of caregiver or child (i.e., child’s vocalization,
parent/caregiver’s initiation, and parent/caregiver’s response) were observed for any
portion of a 12-second interval, or if both observers indicated that the described behaviors
of caregiver or child were not observed for the entire 12-second interval. A disagreement
was scored if one observer indicated that the described responses of caregiver or child
were observed for any proportion of the 12-second interval, while the other indicated the
described responses of caregiver or child were not observed for the entire interval.
Agreements were then summed and divided by the total number of intervals for an
observation and then multiplied by 100%. Average percent agreements for child’s
vocalization were 85.62% (range, 72 to 100%) for participant FM01 and 91.36% (range,
82 to 100%) for participant FM02. Average percent agreements for caregiver’s response
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were 78.48% (range, 66 to 86%) for participant FM01 and 85.56% (range, 70 to 97%) for
participant FM02. Average percent agreements for caregiver’s initiation were 74.67%
(range, 61 to 90%) for participant FM01 and 84.84% (range, 74 to 91%) for participant
FM02. See Table 2 and 3 for mean IOA and individual agreement scores per session for
participant FM01 and his caregiver, and participant FM02 and his mother.
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Figure 1. Schematic of noise stimuli delivered from the four loudspeakers located in a
therapy room (4.5 m x 4.5 m). A 1.8 m circle-shaped rug was placed at the center of the
area to define the play area where the interaction between the parent/caregiver and child
was to take place.
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Table 1.Recordings of the parent/caregiver’s talking level while interacting with their
child
Talker
Quiet Noise
Noise
Noise
Noise
SNR at 62
(50)
(55 )
(60)
(62 )
FM01’s
caregiver
FM02’s
mother

58

60

61

62

64

+2

54

65

65

65

65

+3
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Table 2. Mean Interobserver agreement (IOA) percentages and individual
agreement percentages per session for child FM01 and his caregiver
across three communicative behaviors.
Child's
Caregiver's
Caregiver's
Session
Vocalization
Response
Initiation
S1
92
82
80
S2
92
72
74
S3
85
76
61
S4
80
67
72
S5
84
73
80
S6
79
76
67
S7
83
83
67
S8
91
81
76
S9
89
77
80
S10
82
70
66
S11
84
82
90
S12
82
77
78
S13
84
78
100
S14
85
70
74
S15
90
82
81
S16
89
81
86
S17
81
82
76
S21
86
74
76
S22
90
86
68
S23
90
82
74
S24
72
77
70
Mean
85.62
78.48
74.67
Note. Bold numbers indicate the lowest and highest within the range of interest.
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Table 3. Mean Interobserver agreement (IOA) percentages and individual
agreement percentages per session for child FM02 and his mother
across three communicative behaviors.
Child's
Session
Vocalization
Parent’s Response Parent’s Initiation
S1
86
82
82
S2
88
82
86
S3
89
81
87
S4
93
86
86
S5
91
83
78
S6
88
78
88
S7
94
94
82
S8
97
90
83
S9
95
92
88
S10
88
82
87
S11
90
86
87
S12
75
100
74
S13
91
70
91
S14
90
84
78
S15
86
85
88
S16
90
81
86
S17
90
88
84
S18
92
86
88
S19
93
86
91
S20
97
86
85
S21
93
91
79
S22
91
86
97
S23
92
90
87
S24
92
89
87
S25
92
91
83
Mean
91.36
85.56
84.84
Note. Bold numbers indicate the lowest and highest within the range of interest.
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CHAPTER III: RESULTS
3. 1 Experiment 1: Assessing The
Impact Of FM System
Use In Noisy And Quiet
Listening Environments Using
An Alternating-Treatment Design
3.1.1 Question 1: Does the interaction
between parent/caregiver and child
vary as a function of listening
environment (i.e., quiet or noise),
if using hearing aids (HA) only?
Participant FM01 and his caregiver
Figure 2 shows communicative behaviors as a function of hearing aid use in
HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise for participant FM01 and his caregiver. The top panel
represents responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise
listening condition. The middle panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given
child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise listening condition. The bottom panel
represents responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise
listening condition. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 10.38 and
ranged from 7.6 to 13.0 in HA+Quiet, whereas it was 7.82 and ranged from 3.6 to 12.6 in
HA+Noise. Average probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was
0.84 and ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 in HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.82 and ranged from 0.5 to
0.98 in HA+Noise. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation was 4.85 and
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ranged from 3.2 to 6.6 in HA+Quiet, whereas it was 4.87 and ranged from 2.6 to 6.4 in
HA+Noise. A difference in child’s vocalization between the hearing aid use in quiet and
hearing aid use in noise was observed. Responses per minute of child’s vocalization were
higher in HA+Quiet than HA+Noise condition. Probability of caregiver’s response given
child’s vocalization displayed no sustained difference between these two conditions.
Similarly, there was no difference in responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation
between these conditions.
Participant FM02 and his mother
Figure 3 shows communicative behaviors as a function of hearing aid use in
HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise for participant FM02 and his mother. Average responses per
minute of childs’ vocalization was 6.18 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.6 in HA+Quiet, whereas
it was 5.9 and ranged from 4.2 to 6.8 in HA+Noise. Average probability of parent’s
response given child’s vocalization was 0.88 and ranged from 0.66 to 1.0 in HA+Quiet,
whereas it was 0.82 and ranged from 0.41 to 1.0 in HA+Noise. Average responses per
minute of parent’s initiation was 4.29 and ranged from 1.8 to 5.6 in HA+Quiet, whereas it
was 3.67 and ranged from 2.4 to 6.2 in HA+Noise. There was no difference in responses
per minute of child’s vocalization (top panel), probability of parent’s response given
child’s vocalization (middle panel), and responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation
(bottom panel) between HA+Quiet and HA+Noise conditions.
3.1.2 Question 2: Does the interaction
between parent/caregiver and child
vary as a function of listening
environments (i.e., quiet or noise),
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if using an FM system only?
Participant FM01 and his caregiver
Figure 4 shows communicative behaviors as a function of FM system use in
FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise for participant FM01 and his caregiver. The top panel
represents responses per minute of child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise
listening condition. The middle panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given
child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise listening condition. The bottom panel
represents responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise
condition. Average responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was 9.84 and ranged
from 8.0 to 12.2 in FM+Quiet, whereas it was 9.1 and ranged from 6.8 to 10.4 in
FM+Noise. Average probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was
0.97 and ranged from 0.93 to 1.0 in FM+Quiet, whereas it was 0.92 and ranged from 0.69
to 1.0 in FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation was 3.92 and
ranged from 3.0 to 4.8 in FM+Quiet, whereas it was 3.78 and ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in
FM+Noise. There was no difference between the FM system use in quiet and FM system
use in noise across child’s vocalization, probability of caregiver’s response given child’s
vocalization and caregiver’s initiation.
Participant FM02 and his mother
Figure 5 displays communicative behaviors as a function of FM system use in
FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise for participant FM02 and his mother. Average responses per
minute of childs’ vocalization was 5.93 and ranged from 4.4 to 7.6 in FM+Quiet, and was
5.79 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.4 in FM+Noise. Average probability of parent’s response
given child’s vocalization was 0.9 and ranged from 0.69 to 1.0 in FM+Quiet, and was
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0.82 and ranged from 0.49 to 1.0 in FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of parent’s
initiation was 3.33 and ranged from 2.0 to 5.0 in FM+Quiet, and was 3.74 and ranged
from 2.6 to 6.6 in FM+Noise. There was no difference between the FM system use in
quiet and FM system use in noise across child’s vocalization (top panel), probability of
parent’s response given child’s vocalization (middle panel), and parent’s initiation
(bottom panel).
3.1.3 Question 3: Does the interaction
between parent/caregiver and child
vary as a function of FM system
use vs. HA use in
a quiet listening environment?
Participant FM01 and his caregiver
Figure 6 plots communicative behaviors as a function of a quiet listening
environment in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet for participant FM01 and his caregiver. The top
panel represents responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet
listening conditions. The middle panel represents probability of parent’s response given
child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet listening conditions. The bottom panel
represents responses per minute of parent’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet
listening condition. Average responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was 10.38 and
ranged from 7.6 to 13.0 in HA+Quiet, whereas it was 9.84 and ranged from 8.0 to 12.2 in
FM+Quiet. Average probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was
0.84 and ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 in HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.97 and ranged from 0.93
to 1.0 in FM+Quiet. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation was 4.85 and
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ranged from 3.2 to 6.6 in HA+Quiet, whereas it 3.92 and ranged from 3.0 to 4.8 in
FM+Quiet. There was a difference of child’s vocalization between the hearing aid use in
quiet and FM system use in quiet. Responses per minute of child’s vocalization were
higher in HA+Quiet than FM+Quiet condition. Probability of caregiver’s response given
child’s vocalization displays no difference between these two conditions. Similarly, there
was no difference in responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation between the two
conditions.
Participant FM02 and his mother
Figure 7 shows communicative behaviors as a function of a quiet listening
environment in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet for participant FM02 and his mother. Average
responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was 6.18 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.6 in
HA+Quiet, whereas it was 5.93 and ranged from 4.4 to 7.6 in FM+Quiet. Average
probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.88 and ranged from 0.66
to 1.0 in HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.9 and ranged from 0.69 to 1.0 in FM+Quiet.
Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation was 4.29 and ranged from 1.8 to 5.6
in HA+Quiet, whereas it was 3.33 and ranged from 2.0 to 5.0 in FM+Quiet. There was no
difference between the HA use and FM system use in the quiet listening condition for
child’s vocalization (top panel) and probability of parent’s response (middle panel).
There was a difference in parent’s initiation (bottom panel). Responses per minute of
parent’s initiation were higher in HA+Quiet than FM+Quiet condition.
3.1.4 Question 4: Does the interaction
between parent/caregiver and child
vary as a function of
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FM system use vs. HA use
in a noisy listening environment?
Participant FM01 and his caregiver
Figure 8 shows communicative behaviors as a function of a noisy listening
environment in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise for participant FM01 and his caregiver. The top
panel represents responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise
listening condition. The middle panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given
the child’s vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise listening condition. The bottom
panel represents responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation in HA+Noise vs.
FM+Noise listening condition. Average responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was
7.82 and ranged from 3.8 to 12.6 in HA+Noise, whereas it was 9.1 and ranged from 6.8
to 10.4 in FM+Noise. Average probability of caregiver’s response given child’s
vocalization was 0.83 and ranged from 0.5 to 0.98 in HA+Noise, whereas it was 0.92 and
ranged from 0.69 to 1.0 in FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s
initiation was 4.87 and ranged from 2.6 to 6.4 in HA+Noise, whereas it was 3.78 and
ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in FM+Noise. There was no difference between the HA use in
noise and FM system use in noise across child’s vocalization, probability of caregiver’s
response given child’s vocalization, and caregiver’s initiation.
Participant FM02 and his mother
Figure 9 displays communicative behaviors as a function of a noisy listening
environment in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise for participant FM02 and his caregiver.
Average responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was 5.9 and ranged from 4.2 to 6.8
in HA+Noise, whereas it was 5.79 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.4 in FM+Noise. Average
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probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.82 and ranged from 0.41
to 1.0 in HA+Noise, whereas it was 0.82 and ranged from 0.49 to 1.0 in FM+Noise.
Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation was 3.67 and ranged from 2.4 to 6.2
in HA+Noise, whereas it was 3.74 and ranged from 2.6 to 6.6 in FM+Noise. There was
no difference between HA+Noise and FM+Noise for child’s vocalization (top panel),
probability of parent’s response (middle panel), and parent’s initiation (bottom panel).
3.2 Experiment 2: Assessing The
Impact Of Parent/Caregiver
Training Within And
Between Conditions
3.2.1 Question 5: Does parent/caregiver
training affect the parent/caregiver-child
interaction differentially during
FM system and HA use in
a noisy vs. quiet environment?
To assess the impact of parent/caregiver training in Experiment 2, we examined
differences in the three communicative behaviors (i.e., child’s vocalization,
parent/caregiver’s response, and parent/caregiver‘s initiation) during pre-training vs.
post-training within each listening condition and during pre-training vs. post-training
between conditions.
3.2.1.1 Within Each Listening Condition
Participant FM01 and his caregiver
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Figures 10 and 11 display effects of caregiver training on the interaction between
caregiver and child FM01 across the communicative behaviors (i.e., child’s vocalization,
caregiver’s response, and caregiver’s initiation) within each listening condition. Figure 10
shows the effects of caregiver training on the interaction between caregiver and child
across the communicative behaviors within HA+Quiet, and within HA+Noise conditions.
The top panel represents responses per minute across three communicative behaviors in
HA+Quiet condition. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 10.38
and ranged from 7.6 to 13.0 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 10.56 and ranged
from 9.8 to 11.0 in post-training HA+Quiet. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s
response was 8.93 and ranged from 3.8 to 13.0 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was
9.84 and ranged from 9.0 to 11.0 in post-training HA+Quiet. Average responses per
minute of caregiver’s initiation was 4.85 and ranged from 3.2 to 6.6 in pre-training
HA+Quiet, whereas it was 5.44 and ranged from 3.6 to 6.8 in post-training HA+Quiet.
The bottom panel represents responses per minute across the communicative behaviors in
HA+Noise condition. Average responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was 7.82 and
ranged from 3.8 to 12.6 in pre-training HA+Noise, whereas it was 9.3 and ranged from
8.8 to 10.0 in post-training HA+Noise. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s
response was 6.71 and ranged from 2.4 to 12.4 in pre-training HA+Noise, whereas it was
8.3 and ranged from 7.0 to 9.2 in post-training HA+Noise. Average responses per minute
of caregiver’s initiation was 4.87 and ranged from 2.6 to 6.4 in pre-training HA+Noise,
whereas it was 4.95 and ranged from 4.0 to 5.6 in post-training HA+Noise. There was no
training effects for child’s vocalization, caregiver’s response, and caregiver’s initiation in
HA+Quiet (top panel), and in HA+Noise condition (bottom panel). Figure 11 displays
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the effects of caregiver training on the interaction between caregiver and child FM01
across the communicative behaviors in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise. The top panel
represents responses per minute across the three communicative behaviors in FM+Quiet
condition. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 9.84 and ranged
from 8.0 to 12.2 in pre-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 10.1 and ranged from 9.0 to
11.4 in post-training FM+Quiet. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s response
was 9.84 and ranged from 7.6 to 12.6 in pre-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 9.1 and
ranged from 7.4 to 12.0 in post-training FM+Quiet. Average responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation was 3.92 and ranged from 3.0 to 4.8 in pre-training FM+Quiet,
whereas it was 5.8 and ranged from 4.2 to 7.4 in post-training FM+Quiet. The bottom
panel represents responses per minute across the three communicative behaviors in FM +
Noise condition. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 9.1 and
ranged from 6.8 to 10.4 in pre-training FM+Noise, whereas it was 9.84 and ranged from
8.8 to 10.6 in post-training FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s
response was 8.42 and ranged from 5.4 to 10.4 in pre-training FM+Noise, whereas it was
8.68 and ranged from 7.8 to 9.6 in post-training FM+Noise. Average responses per
minute of caregiver’s initiation was 3.78 and ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in pre-training
FM+Noise, whereas it was 5.48 and ranged from 4.8 to 6.0 in post-training FM+Noise.
There was no training effect for child’s vocalization and caregiver’s response in
FM+Quiet condition, whereas a training effect was observed for caregiver’s initiation in
the same condition (top panel). That is, responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation in
post-training FM+Quiet were higher than that in pre-training FM+Quiet condition.
Similarly, there was no training effect for child’s vocalization and caregiver’s response in
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FM+Noise listening condition, whereas a training effect was observed for caregiver’s
initiation in the same condition (bottom panel). That is, responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation in post-training FM+Noise were higher than that in pre-training
FM+Noise condition.
Participant FM02 and his mother
Figures 12 and 13 display the effects of parent training on the interaction between
parent and child FM02 across the communicative behaviors within each listening
condition. Figure 12 shows the effects of parent training on the interaction between
parent and child across the communicative behaviors within HA+Quiet, and within
HA+Noise condition. The top panel represents responses per minute across the three
communicative behaviors in HA+Quiet condition. Average responses per minute of
child’s vocalization was 6.18 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet,
whereas it was 5.92 and ranged from 5.2 to 6.8 in post-training HA+Quiet. Average
responses per minute of parent’s response was 5.4 and ranged from 3.8 to 7.4 in pretraining HA+Quiet, whereas it was 5.6 and ranged from 4.8 to 6.4 in post-training
HA+Quiet. Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation was 4.29 and ranged from
1.8 to 5.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 3.28 and ranged from 2.4 to 4.0 in
post-training HA+Quiet condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute
across the three communicative behaviors in HA+Noise condition. Average responses per
minute of child’s vocalization 5.9 and ranged from 4.2 to 6.8 in pre-training HA+Noise,
whereas it was 6.08 and ranged from 4.0 to 8.0 in post-training HA+Noise. Average
responses per minute of parent’s response was 4.92 and ranged from 2.8 to 6.6 in pretraining HA+Noise, whereas it was 5.4 and ranged from 2.8 to 6.6 in post-training
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HA+Noise. Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation was 3.67 and ranged from
2.4 to 6.2 in pre-training HA+Noise, whereas it was 3.56 and ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in
post-training HA+Noise condition. There was no training effect for child’s vocalization,
parent’s response, and parent’s initiation in HA+Quiet listening condition (top panel),
and in HA+Noise condition (bottom panel). Figure 13 shows the effects of parent training
on the interaction between parent and child FM02 across the communicative behaviors
within FM+Quiet and within FM+Noise condition. The top panel represents responses
per minute across the communicative behaviors within FM+Quiet condition. Average
responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 5.93 and ranged from 4.4 to 7.6 in pretraining FM+Quiet, whereas it was 6.52 and ranged from 5.2 to 8.0 in post-training
FM+Quiet. Average responses per minute of parent’s response was 5.33 and ranged from
4.4 to 6.8 in pre-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 6.04 and ranged from 4.4 to 7.4 in
post-training FM+Quiet. Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation was 3.33
and ranged from 2.0 to 5.0 in pre-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 3.96 and ranged
from 2.6 to 5.2 in post-training FM+Quiet condition. The bottom panel represents
responses per minute across the communicative behaviors within FM+Noise condition.
Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 5.79 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.4
in pre-training FM+Noise, whereas it was 6.32 and ranged from 5.4 to 7.4 in posttraining FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of parent’s response was 4.77 and
ranged from 3.2 to 6.8 in pre-training FM+Noise, whereas it was 5.88 and ranged from
3.2 to 6.8 in post-training FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation
was 3.74 and ranged from 2.6 to 6.6 in pre-training FM+Noise, whereas it was 3.92 and
ranged from 2.6 to 4.8 in post-training FM+Noise condition. There was no training effect
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for child’s vocalization, parent’s response, and parent’s initiation within FM+Quiet
condition (top panel), and within FM+Noise condition (bottom panel).
3.2.1.2 Between Listening Conditions
Participant FM01 and his caregiver
The effects of caregiver training are shown in Figures 14 to 18 for the three
communicative behaviors between listening conditions for participant FM01 and his
caregiver. Figure 14 plots training effects on the interaction between caregiver and child
FM01 for HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The top panel represents responses per
minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The middle panel
represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+ Quiet vs.
HA+ Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of caregiver’s
initiation in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates
the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 10.38 and ranged
from 7.6 to 13.0 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 7.8 and ranged from 3.8 to
12.6 in pre-training HA+Noise. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was
10.56 and ranged from 9.8 to 11.0 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 9.3 and
ranged from 8.8 to 10.0 in post-training HA+Noise. Average probability of caregiver’s
response given child’s vocalization was 0.84 and ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 in pre-training
HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.82 and ranged from 0.5 to 0.98 in pre-training HA+Noise.
Average probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.93 and
ranged from 0.86 to 1 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.89 and ranged from
0.80 to 0.98 in post-training HA+Noise. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s
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initiation was 4.85 and ranged from 3.2 to 6.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was
4.87 and ranged from 2.6 to 6.4 in pre-training HA+Noise. Average responses per minute
of caregiver’s initiation was 5.44 and ranged from 3.6 to 6.8 in post-training HA+Quiet,
whereas it was 4.95 and ranged from 4.0 to 5.6 in post-training HA+Noise. There was a
training effect on child’s vocalization for HA+Noise condition. That is, responses per
minute of child’s vocalization were higher in pre-training HA+Quiet than pre-training
HA+Noise whereas there was no difference in responses per minute of child’s
vocalization between HA+Quiet and HA+Noise conditions in the post-training
experiment (top panel). There was no training effect for probability of caregiver’s
response or caregiver’s initiation on these two conditions (middle and bottom panels).
Figure 15 displays training effects on the interaction between the caregiver and child
FM01 in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The top panel represents responses per
minute of child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel
represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs.
FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of caregiver’s
initiation in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates
the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment. Average responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was 9.84 and ranged
from 8.0 to 12.2 in pre-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 9.1 and ranged from 6.8 to
10.4 in pre-training FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization
was 10.1 and ranged from 9.0 to 11.4 in post-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 9.84 and
ranged from 8.8 to 10.6 in post-training FM+Noise. Average probability of caregiver’s
response given child’s vocalization was 0.97 and ranged from 0.93 to 1.0 in pre-training
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FM+Quiet, whereas it was 0.92 and ranged from 0.69 to 1.0 in pre-training FM+Noise.
Average probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.9 and
ranged from 0.82 to 0.94 in post-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 0.88 and ranged
from 0.81 to 0.93 in post-training FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation was 3.92 and ranged from 3.0 to 4.8 in pre-training FM+Quiet,
whereas it was 3.78 and ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in pre-training FM+Noise. Average
responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation was 5.8 and ranged from 4.2 to 7.4 in posttraining FM+Quiet, whereas it was 5.48 and ranged from 4.8 to 6.0 in post-training
FM+Noise. There was no training effect for the three communicative behaviors between
these two conditions. Figure 16 represents training effects on the interaction between the
caregiver and child FM01 in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet. The top panel represents
responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The
middle panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The vertical line in each
panel indicates the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the
post-training experiment. Average responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was 10.38
and ranged from 7.6 to 13.0 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 9.84 and ranged
from 8.0 to 12.2 in pre-training FM+Quiet. Average responses per minute of child’s
vocalization was 10.56 and ranged from 9.8 to 11.0 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas
it was 10.1 and ranged from 9.0 to 11.4 in post-training FM+Quiet. Average probability
of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.84 and ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 in
pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.97 and ranged from 0.93 to 1.0 in pre-training
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FM+Quiet. Average probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was
0.93 and ranged from 0.86 to 1 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.9 and ranged
from 0.82 to 0.94 in post-training FM+Quiet. Average responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation was 4.85 and ranged from 3.2 to 6.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet,
whereas it was 3.92 and ranged from 3.0 to 4.8 in pre-training FM+Quiet. Average
responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation was 5.44 and ranged from 3.6 to 6.8 in
post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 5.8 and ranged from 4.2 to 7.4 in post-training
FM+Quiet. There was a training effect on child’s vocalization for FM+Quiet condition
(top panel). Responses per minute of child’s vocalization were higher in HA+Quiet than
FM+Quiet in the pre-training experiment, whereas there was no difference for child’s
vocalization between HA+Quiet and FM+Quiet in the post-training experiment. There
was no overall training effect between pre-training and post-training for HA+Quiet vs.
FM+Quiet condition on probability of caregiver’s response and caregiver’s initiation
(middle and bottom panels). Figure 17 shows training effects on the interaction between
the caregiver and child FM01 in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise. The top panel represents
responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The
middle panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in
HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line indicates
the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post- training
experiment. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 7.82 and ranged
from 3.8 to 12.6 in pre-training HA+Noise, whereas it was 9.1 and ranged from 6.8 to
10.4 in pre-training FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was
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9.3 and ranged from 8.8 to 10.0 in post-training HA+Noise, whereas it was 9.84 and
ranged from 8.8 to 10.6 in post-training FM+Noise. Average probability of caregiver’s
response given child’s vocalization was 0.82 and ranged from 0.5 to 0.98 in pre-training
HA+Noise, whereas it was 0.92 and ranged from 0.69 to 1.0 in pre-training FM+Noise.
Average probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.89 and
ranged from 0.80 to 0.98 in post-training HA+Noise, whereas it was 0.88 and ranged
from 0.81 to 0.93 in post-training FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation was 4.87 and ranged from 2.6 to 6.4 in pre-training HA+Noise,
whereas it was 3.78 and ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in pre-training FM+Noise. Average
responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation was 4.95 and ranged from 4.0 to 5.6 in
post-training HA+Noise, whereas it was 5.48 and ranged from 4.8 to 6.0 in post-training
FM+Noise. There was no training effect across the three communicative behaviors
between these conditions. That is, there was no difference between HA+Noise and
FM+Noise for child’s vocalization (top panel), probability of caregiver‘s response
(middle panel), and caregiver’s initiation (bottom panel) in the pre- and post-training
experiments. Figure 18 displays training effects on the interaction between caregiver and
child FM01 in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise. The top panel represents responses per minute
of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel
represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs.
FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of caregiver’s
initiation in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates
the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment. Average responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was 10.38 and ranged
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from 7.6 to 13.0 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 9.1 and ranged from 6.8 to
10.4 in pre-training FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of childs’ vocalization was
10.56 and ranged from 9.8 to 11.0 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 9.84 and
ranged from 8.8 to 10.6 in post-training FM+Noise. Average probability of caregiver’s
response given child’s vocalization was 0.84 and ranged from 0.5 to 1.0 in pre-training
HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.92 and ranged from 0.69 to 1.0 in pre-training FM+Noise.
Average probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.93 and
ranged from 0.86 to 1 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.88 and ranged from
0.81 to 0.93 in post-training FM+Noise. Average responses per minute of caregiver’s
initiation was 5.44 and ranged from 3.6 to 6.8 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was
5.48 and ranged from 4.8 to 6.0 in post-training FM+Noise. There was no training effect
across the three communicative behaviors between these conditions.
Participant FM02 and his mother
The effects of parent training are shown in Figure 19 to 23 for the three
communicative behaviors between listening conditions for participant FM02 and his
mother. Figure 19 plots training effects on the interaction between parent and child in
HA+Quiet vs. in HA+Noise. The top panel represents responses per minute of child’s
vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The middle panel represents
probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of parent’s initiation in
HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 6.18 and ranged
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from 4.0 to 7.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 5.9 and ranged from 4.2 to 6.8
in pre-training HA+Noise. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 5.92
and ranged from 5.2 to 6.80 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 6.08 and ranged
from 4.0 to 8.0 in post-training HA+Noise condition. Average probability of parent’s
response given child’s vocalization was 0.88 and ranged from 0.66 to 1.00 in pre-training
HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.82 and ranged from 0.41 to 1.00 in pre-training HA+Noise
condition. Average probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.95
and ranged from 0.90 to 1.00 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.88 and ranged
from 0.80 to 0.95 in post-training HA+Noise condition. Average responses per minute of
parent’s initiation was 4.29 and ranged from 1.8 to 5.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet,
whereas it was 3.67 and ranged from 2.4 to 6.2 in pre-training HA+Noise condition.
Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation was 3.28 and ranged from 2.4 to 4.0
in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 3.56 and ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in posttraining HA+Noise condition. There was no training effect across the three
communicative behaviors between these conditions. That is, there was no training effect
for child’s vocalization (top panel), probability of the parent’s response (middle panel),
and caregiver’s initiation (bottom panel) between the pre- and post-training experiments.
Figure 20 shows the training effects on the interaction between parent and child FM02 for
FM system use in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise. The top panel represents responses per
minute of child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel
represents probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs.
FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of parent’s
initiation in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates
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the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 5.93 and ranged
from 4.4 to 7.6 in pre-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 5.79 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.4
in pre-training FM+Noise condition. Average responses per minute of child’s
vocalization was 6.52 and ranged from 5.2 to 8.0 in post-training FM+Quiet, whereas it
was 6.32 and ranged from 5.4 to 7.4 in post-training FM+Noise condition. Average
probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.90 and ranged from 0.69
to 1.00 in pre-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 0.82 and ranged from 0.49 to 1.00 in
pre-training FM+Noise condition. Average probability of parent’s response given child’s
vocalization was 0.93 and ranged from 0.88 to 0.97 in post-training FM+Quiet, whereas
it was 0.93 and ranged from 0.89 to 1.00 in post-training FM+Noise condition. Average
responses per minute of parent’s initiation was 3.33 and ranged from 2.0 to 5.0 in pretraining FM+Quiet, whereas it was 3.74 and ranged from 2.6 to 6.6 in pre-training
FM+Noise condition. Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation was 3.96 and
ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in post-training FM+Quiet, whereas it was 3.92 and ranged from
2.6 to 4.8 in post-training FM+Noise condition. There was no training effect for child’s
vocalization (top panel), probability of parent’s response (middle panel), and parent’s
initiation (bottom panel) between these conditions. Figure 21 plots training effects on the
interaction between parent and child FM02 in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet. The top panel
represents responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet
condition. The middle panel represents probability of parent’s response given child’s
vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The bottom panel represents
responses per minute of parent’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The
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vertical line in each panel indicates the completion of the pre-training experiment and the
beginning of the post-training experiment. Average responses per minute of child’s
vocalization was 6.18 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it
was 5.93 and ranged from 4.4 to 7.6 in pre-training FM+Quiet condition. Average
responses per minute of child’s vocalization was. 5.92 and ranged from 5.2 to 6.8 in posttraining HA+Quiet, whereas it was 6.52 and ranged from 5.2 to 8.0 in post-training
FM+Quiet condition. Average probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization
was 0.88 and ranged from 0.66 to 1.00 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.90 and
ranged from 0.69 to 1.00 in pre-training FM+Quiet condition. Average probability of
parent’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.95 and ranged from 0.90 to 1.00 in
post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.93 and ranged from 0.88 to 0.97 in posttraining FM+Quiet condition. Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation was
4.29 and ranged from 1.80 to 5.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 3.33 and
ranged from 2.00 to 5.00 in pre-training FM+Quiet condition. Average responses per
minute of parent’s initiation was 3.28 and ranged from 2.4 to 4.0 in post-training
HA+Quiet, whereas it was 3.96 and ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in post-training FM+Quiet
condition. There was no training effect for child’s vocalization and probability of
parent’s response between these conditions. That is, there was no difference between
HA+Quiet and the FM+Quiet conditions in the pre- and post-training experiments for
child’s avocalization (top panel) and probability of parent’s response (middle panel).
However, there was a training effect on parent’s initiation for FM+Quiet condition.
Responses per minute of parent’s initiation were higher in HA+Quiet than FM+Quiet in
the pre-training experiment, whereas responses per minute of parent’s initiation were
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higher in FM+Quiet than in HA+Quiet post-training (bottom panel). It also means that
parent’s initiation improved in post-training FM+Quiet condition. Figure 22 displays the
training effects on the interaction between parent and child FM02 in HA+Noise vs.
FM+Noise. The top panel represents responses per minute of child’s vocalization in
HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel represents probability of parent’s
response given child’s vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The bottom
panel represents responses per minute of parent’s initiation in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise
condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the completion of the pre-training
experiment and the beginning of the post-training experiment. Average responses per
minute of child’s vocalization was 5.9 and ranged from 4.2 to 6.8 in pre-training
HA+Noise, whereas it was 5.79 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.4 in pre-training FM+Noise
condition. Average responses per minute of child’s vocalization was 6.08 and ranged
from 4.0 to 8.0 in post-training HA+Noise, whereas it was 6.32 and ranged from 5.4 to
7.4 in post-training FM+Noise condition. Average probability of parent’s response given
child’s vocalization was 0.82 and ranged from 0.41 to 1.00 in pre-training HA+Noise,
whereas it was 0.82 and ranged from 0.49 to 1.00 in pre-training FM+Noise condition.
Average probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.88 and ranged
from 0.8 to 0.95 in post-training HA+Noise, whereas it was 0.93 and ranged from 0.89 to
1.00 in post-training FM+Noise condition. Average responses per minute of parent’s
initiation was 3.67 and ranged from 2.4 to 6.2 in pre-training HA+Noise, whereas it was
3.74 and ranged from 2.6 to 6.6 in pre-training FM+Noise condition. Average responses
per minute of parent’s initiation was 3.56 and ranged from 2.6 to 5.2 in post-training
HA+Noise, whereas it was 3.92 and ranged from 2.6 to 4.8 in post-training FM+Noise
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condition. There was no training effect for child’s vocalization, probability of parent’s
response, and parent’s initiation between these conditions. That is, there was no
difference between HA+Noise and FM+Noise in the pre- and post- training experiments
for child’s vocalization (top panel), probability of parent’s response (middle panel), and
parent’s initiation (bottom panel). Figure 23 represents the training effects on the
interaction between parent and child FM02 in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The
top panel represents responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs.
FM+Noise condition. The middle panel represents probability of parent’s response given
child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents
responses per minute of parent’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The
vertical line in each panel indicates the completion of the pre-training experiment and the
beginning of the post-training experiment. Average responses per minute of child’s
vocalization was 6.18 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it
was 5.79 and ranged from 4.0 to 7.4 in pre-training FM+Noise condition. Average
responses per minute of child’s vocalization was. 5.92 and ranged from 5.2 to 6.8 in posttraining HA+Quiet, whereas it was 6.32 and ranged from 5.4 to 7.4 in post-training
FM+Noise condition. Average probability of parent’s response given child’s
vocalization was 0.88 and ranged from 0.66 to 1.00 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it
was 0.82 and ranged from 0.49 to 1.00 in pre-training FM+Noise condition. Average
probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization was 0.95 and ranged from
0.90 to 1.00 in post-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 0.93 and ranged from 0.89 to 1.00
in post-training FM+Noise condition. Average responses per minute of parent’s initiation
was 4.29 and ranged from 1.80 to 5.6 in pre-training HA+Quiet, whereas it was 3.74 and
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ranged from 2.6 to 6.6 in pre-training FM+Noise condition. Average responses per
minute of parent’s initiation was 3.28 and ranged from 2.4 to 4.0 in post-training
HA+Quiet, whereas it was 3.92 and ranged from 2.6 to 4.8 in post-training FM+Noise
condition. There was no training effect for child’s vocalization (top panel), probability of
parent’s response (middle panel), and parent’s initiation (bottom panel) between these
conditions.
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Figure 2. Communicative behaviors as a function of hearing aid use in HA+Quiet vs.
HA+Noise for participant FM01 and his caregiver. The top panel represents responses
per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The middle
panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in
HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition.
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Figure 3. Communicative behaviors as a function of hearing aid use in HA+Quiet vs.
HA+Noise for participant FM02 and his mother. The top panel represents responses per
minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The middle panel
represents probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs.
HA+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of parent’s
initiation in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition.
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Figure 4. Communicative behaviors as a function of FM system use in FM+Quiet vs.
FM+Noise for participant FM01 and his caregiver. The top panel represents responses
per minute of child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle
panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in
FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition.
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Figure 5. Communicative behaviors as a function of FM system use in FM+Quiet vs.
FM+Noise for participant FM02 and his mother. The top panel represents responses per
minute of child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel
represents probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs.
FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of parent’s
initiation in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition.
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Figure 6. Communicative behaviors as a function of a quiet listening environment in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet for participant FM01 and his caregiver. The top panel
represents responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet
condition. The middle panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s
vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The bottom panel represents
responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition.
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Figure 7. Communicative behaviors as a function of a quiet listening environment in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet for participant FM02 and his mother. The top panel represents
responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet listening
condition. The middle panel represents probability of parent’s response given child’s
vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The bottom panel represents
responses per minute of parent’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition.
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Figure 8. Communicative behaviors as a function of a noisy listening environment in
HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise for participant FM01 and his caregiver. The top panel
represents responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise
condition. The middle panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s
vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents
responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition.
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Figure 9. Communicative behaviors as a function of a noisy listening environment in
HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise for participant FM02 and his mother. The top panel represents
responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The
middle panel represents probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in
HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of
parent’s initiation in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition.
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Figure 10. Effects of caregiver training on the interaction between caregiver and child
FM01 across the communicative behaviors in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise. The top panel
represents responses per minute across the communicative behaviors in HA+Quiet
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute across the communicative
behaviors in HA+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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Figure 11. Effects of caregiver training on the interaction between caregiver and child
FM01 across the communicative in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise. The top panel represents
responses per minute across the communicative behaviors in FM+Quiet condition. The
bottom panel represents responses per minute across the communicative behaviors in
FM+ Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the completion of the pretraining experiment and the beginning of the post-training experiment.
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Figure 12. Effects of parent training on the interaction between parent and child FM02
across the communicative behaviors within each listening condition. The top panel
represents responses per minute across the communicative behaviors within HA+Quiet
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute across the communicative
behaviors within HA+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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Figure 13. Effects of parent training on the interaction between parent and child FM02
across the communicative behaviors in FM+Quiet and FM+Noise. The top panel
represents responses per minute across the communicative behaviors within FM+Quiet
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute across the communicative
behaviors within FM+ Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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Figure 14. Training effects on the interaction between caregiver and child FM01 across
the communicative behaviors between listening conditions. The top panel represents
responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The
middle panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in
HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The vertical line in each
panel indicates the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the
post-training experiment.
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Figure 15. Training effects on the interaction between caregiver and child FM01 across
the communicative behaviors between listening conditions. The top panel represents
responses per minute of child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The
middle panel represents probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in
FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line in each
panel indicates the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the
post-training experiment.
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Figure 16. Training effects on the interaction between caregiver and child FM01 in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet. The top panel represents responses per minute of child’s
vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The middle panel represents
probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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Figure 17. Training effects on the interaction between caregiver and child FM01 in
HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise. The top panel represents responses per minute of child’s
vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel represents
probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+Noise vs.
FM+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of caregiver’s
initiation in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates
the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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Figure 18. Training effects on the interaction between caregiver and child FM01 in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise. The top panel represents responses per minute of child’s
vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel represents
probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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Figure 19. Training effects on the interaction between parent and child FM02 across the
communicative behaviors between listening conditions. The top panel represents
responses per minute of child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The
middle panel represents probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in
HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of
parent’s initiation in HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel
indicates the completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the posttraining experiment.
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Figure 20. Training effects on the interaction between parent and child FM02 in
FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The top panel represents responses per minute of
child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel represents
probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of parent’s initiation in
FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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Figure 21. Training effects on the interaction between parent and child FM02 in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet. The top panel represents responses per minute of child’s
vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The middle panel represents
probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of parent’s initiation in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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Figure 22. Training effects on the interaction between parent and child FM02 in
HA+Noise vs. FM+ Noise. The top panel represents responses per minute of child’s
vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel represents
probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of parent’s initiation in
HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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Figure 23. Training effects on the interaction between parent and child FM02 in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise. The top panel represents responses per minute of child’s
vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The middle panel represents
probability of parent’s response given child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+ Noise
condition. The bottom panel represents responses per minute of parent’s initiation in
HA+Quiet vs. FM+Noise condition. The vertical line in each panel indicates the
completion of the pre-training experiment and the beginning of the post-training
experiment.
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CHAPTER IV: DISCUSSION
4.1 Summary Of Findings
Findings summaries of Experiment 1 and 2 are presented in Tables 4 and 5 for
child FM01-caregiver and child FM02-mother dyads, respectively.
4.1.1 Child FM01 And His Caregiver
Overall, the findings supported two of the stated hypotheses regarding the impact
of FM use for participant FM01 and his caregiver. First, as expected, the level of
interaction in terms of the communicative behaviors (i.e., child’s vocalization) between
caregiver and child was different between HA+Quiet and HA+Noise conditions (Figure
2-top panel). Responses per minute of child’s vocalization were greater in HA+Quiet
than HA+Noise condition. Second, the level of interaction (i.e., child’s vocalization,
caregiver’s response, and caregiver’s initiation) between parent/caregiver and child was
maintained when using an FM system in quiet and in noise. That is, there was no
difference between FM+Quiet and FM+Noise conditions across the three communicative
behaviors (Figure 4). This finding is consistent with an advantage of using an FM system
in noisy listening environments for participant FM01. Other findings were contrary to
what we predicted. For instance, we did not expect that the level of interaction between
parent/caregiver and child would differ between HA+Quiet and FM+Quiet conditions
(Figure 6), yet it did. We also expected there to be a difference in the three
communicative behaviors between HA+Noise and FM+Noise (Figure 8) and there was
not. There are caveats to these findings that will be discussed in the General Discussion
section.
Regarding the caregiver training effects in Experiment 2, the findings supported
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the stated hypothesis for participant FM01 and his caregiver. The level of interaction
(i.e., communicative behaviors) between caregiver and child was affected differentially in
the three listening conditions (i.e., HA+Noise, FM+Quiet, and FM+Noise). Specifically,
responses per minute of child’s vocalization were greater in pre-training HA+Quiet than
pre-training HA+Noise, whereas responses per minute of child’s vocalization did not
differ between post-training HA+Quiet and post-training HA+Noise (Figure 14-top
panel). Similarly, responses per minute of child’s vocalization were higher in pre-training
HA+Quiet than FM+Quiet, whereas responses per minute of child’s vocalization did not
differ between post-training HA+Quiet and post-training FM+Quiet (Figure 16-top
panel). Also, caregiver’s initiation increased in post-training FM+Quiet and post-training
FM+Noise conditions. That is, responses per minute of caregiver’s initiation were higher
in post-training FM+Quiet than pre-training FM+Quiet (Figure 11-top panel), and in
post-training FM+Noise than pre-training FM+Noise condition (Figure 11-bottom panel).
4.1.2 Child FM02 And His Mother
Overall, the findings did not support the stated hypotheses regarding the impact of
FM system use in Experiment 1 for participant FM02 and his mother. No difference in
child’s vocalization, parent’s response, or parent’s initiation was noted across listening
conditions, with one exception—parent’s initiation was greater in HA+Quiet vs.
FM+Quiet (Figure 7-bottom panel) condition.
Regarding the parent training effects in Experiment 2, a single finding supported
the stated hypothesis. Parent’s initiation increased in post-training FM+Quiet condition
(Figure 21-bottom panel). There are some caveats to these findings, as follows.
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4.2 Experiment 1: Assessing The
Impact Of The FM System Use
In Noisy And Quiet Listening
Environments Using An
Alternating-Treatment Design
4.2.1 General Discussion
First, when conducting the HA listening check using a stethoclip and the sixsound Ling test (Ling, 1989), it was noted that the HAs of child FM01 worked differently
from the HAs of child FM02. Specifically, the microphone of child FM02’s HA was still
active in the FM-only mode. This finding indicated that the input of child’s FM02’s HA
was not limited to FM signals only, but also included the background noise. This manner
of functioning is contrary to how the FM-only mode is supposed to operate. We obtained
further electroacoustic information for child FM01’s HAs and child’s FM02’s HAs. For
participant FM01, Table 6 showed that there was a little gain in the FM-only mode when
the FM microphone was off and the HA microphone was on as measured in a 2 cccoupler with speech input of 65 dB. This lack of gain is what is expected in this mode.
On the contrary, as shown in Table 7 for participant FM02, significant gain was observed
in the FM-only mode when the FM microphone was off and HA microphone was on.
This gain is contrary to what is expected in this mode. This finding indicates that the
environmental microphone of participant FM02’s HA was operational when the FM-only
mode was activated. Therefore, for participant FM01, HA-only and FM-only modes were
compared as intended. For participant FM02, HA-only and FM+HA modes were
compared. This comparison was not intended and likely resulted in different outcomes
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between caregiver-child FM01 interactions and parent-child FM02 interactions when we
examined the impact of FM system use.
Second, whereas differences were observed for child’s vocalization and
parent/caregiver’s initiation across listening conditions for both child FM01 and child
FM02—this was not the case for probability of parent/caregiver’s response. Notice that
parent/caregiver almost always responded to (i.e., matched) child’s vocalization.
Therefore, the patterns of parent/caregiver’s response were very similar to that of
child’s vocalization across conditions. Although there was no difference across
conditions, probability of parent/caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was high
(i.e., close to 1.0) in both pre- and post-training experiments. This high level of
responding is likely inherent to the caregiver and parent and not a result of the study.
4.2.2 Child FM01 And His Caregiver
As expected, we found a difference in child’s vocalization for participant FM01 in
HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise condition (Figure 2-top panel). However, we did not observe a
similar difference in caregiver’s initiation in these conditions (Figure 2-bottom panel).
This lack of a difference in caregiver’s initiation could have been a result of our coding
strategies. For example, we did not classify questions the caregiver asked as whether they
were intended to stimulate the child’s vocalization or to request more clarification from
the child. This distinction might have impacted our results. For example, when the
caregiver could not hear the child’s voice well enough in the noisy listening environment,
she asked the child, “What did you say?” It is possible that the number of initiation turns
per minute would be different between HA+Quiet and HA+Noise conditions if we had
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considered this distinction. That is, we predict that caregiver’s initiation would be higher
in HA+Quiet than HA+Noise.
We unexpectedly found that there was no difference for child’s vocalization in
HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise condition for participant FM01 (Figure 8-top panel). There are
two plausible rationales for this finding. First, it appears that child’s vocalization was
higher in the last sessions collected for FM+Noise than in the previously collected
HA+Noise sessions. It is possible that a clear difference in these conditions would be
seen if data collection had been extended in the HA+Noise condition. A second rationale
could be due to an interaction effect. Because there was no difference in caregiver’s
initiation between HA+Noise and FM+Noise (Figure 8-bottom panel), this could lead to
no difference in child’s vocalization as we observed in this condition.
Regarding the findings in which there was a difference in child’s vocalization, but
not in probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization, nor in caregiver’s
initiation for HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet (Figure 6), two rationales are discussed as follows.
First, as reported in the Results, Figure 6 showed that responses per minute of child’s
vocalization ranged from 7.5 to 13.0 (top panel), whereas responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation ranged from 3.0 to 6.0 for HA+Quiet condition (bottom panel). This
observation indicated that an increase in child’s vocalization was not led by caregiver’s
initiation during the interaction in HA+Quiet condition. It appears that child FM01 led
the conversation in which the caregiver followed and responded more than initiated.
Therefore, probability of caregiver’s response given child’s vocalization was steady and
within a high range of 0.8 to 1.0 in HA+Quiet condition. However, since probability of
caregiver’s responses given child’s vocalization was also steady and within a high range
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of 0.9 to 1.0 in FM+Quiet condition, no difference was noted for probability of
caregiver’s responses given child’s vocalization in HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet (Figure 6middle panel).
Further, we did not expect child’s vocalization to be higher in HA+Quiet than in
FM+Quiet (Figure 6), but expected child’s vocalization would not have been different
between these conditions (Figure 6-top panel). One possible reason for this finding could
be that an FM advantage is not observed when the distance between the caregiver and
child FM01 is less than 2 m. This effect of distance is further discussed in section VI.4 of
the Discussion.
4.2.3 Child FM02 And His Mother
We unexpectedly found that that there was no difference in child’s vocalization
for HA+Quiet vs. HA+Noise for participant FM02 (Figure 3-top panel). It is possible that
the high level of interaction informally observed between child FM02 and his mother
outweighed the interfering effects of noise in this study. The mother reported at the
beginning of the study that the home-listening environment was not typically quiet and
was characterized by people talking, children playing, and so forth. As a result, both the
mother and child may have learned to cope with the noisy environment and adjust their
communicative behaviors accordingly.
Similarly, there was no difference between HA+Quiet and HA+Noise conditions
in parent’s initiation for child FM02 (Figure 3– bottom panel). This finding may also be
due to the high level of parent-child communicative skill that this dyad brought to the
study. For example, the parent was able to provide sufficient responding turns and
initiation turns to maintain the conversation, though she might have had to put more
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effort into communicating in the noisy listening conditions. In fact, we observed that the
child complained to his mother when the noise was on and asked her to clarify her
speech. For example, he often asked: “What did you say?” in the noisy listening
conditions. Also, the mother reported that he often asked this question at home where he
only uses hearing aids. This discussion with the parent occurred at the close of the posttraining experiment.
Finally, we found that there was no difference for child’s vocalization in
HA+Noise vs. FM+Noise (Figure 9-top panel). A main reason for this finding could be
due to the fact that the microphones of child FM02’s hearing aids were still active in the
FM-only mode (see Table 7), as previously reported in the General Discussion section.
Thus, we actually examined the interaction between parent and child FM02 in HA+Noise
and FM(+HA)+Noise conditions.
4.3 Experiment 2: Assessing The
Impact Of Parent/Caregiver
Training Within And
Between Conditions
Since the interaction between parent/ caregiver and child was the primary aim of
the present study, training effects were examined on the three communicative behaviors
(i.e., child’s vocalization, parent/caregiver’s response, and parent/caregiver’s initiation)
across listening conditions. Some interesting observations are noted below.
4.3.1 Child FM01 And His Caregiver
First, training effects were observed on caregiver’s initiation for FM system use
when we compared pre-training vs. post-training for each condition such as pre-training
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vs. post-training FM+Quiet (Figure 11-top panel), and pre-training vs. post-training
FM+Noise (Figure 11-bottom panel). However, training effects were not observed for
caregiver’s initiation when we compared these conditions (i.e., FM+Quiet and
FM+Noise) with other conditions. For example, there was no difference for caregiver’s
initiation in pre- and post-training of FM+Noise vs. pre- and post-training HA+Quiet
(Figure 17-bottom panel). This suggested that though training effects were observed on
caregiver’s initiation when examining it within FM system use conditions (i.e.,
FM+Quiet and FM+Noise), these effects were not robust enough to be observed across
conditions (e.g., FM use vs. HA use, quiet vs. noisy conditions).
Also, although training effects were observed on caregiver’s initiation in pretraining FM+Quiet vs. post-training FM+Quiet, and pre-training FM+Noise vs. posttraining FM+Noise, training effects were not observed on child’s vocalization in these
conditions (Figure 11). The level of the child’s communication skills could be the reason.
We observed that child FM01 did not always respond to his caregiver’s initiation of
questions during the interaction. Therefore, an increase in caregiver’s initiation posttraining did not lead to an increase in child’s vocalization post-training on these
conditions.
Another interesting observation is that though a training effect on caregiver’s
initiation was not clearly observed between HA+Quiet and HA+Noise, there was a trend
in which caregiver’s initiation was higher in post-training HA+Quiet than in post-training
HA+Noise (except the last session, see Figure 14-bottom panel). This trend was also
observed on caregiver’s initiation in post-training FM+Quiet vs. post-training FM+Noise
(Figure 15-bottom panel), and post-training FM+Quiet vs. post-training HA+Quiet
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(Figure 16-bottom panel). It appears that a training effect on caregiver’s initiation would
have been observed for HA+Quiet and FM+Quiet conditions, if responses per minute of
caregiver’s initiation did not decrease at the last session of these conditions. One
explanation for this decrease could be caregiver fatigue. Another plausible explanation
could be that the caregiver took longer turns and longer pauses at the last sessions,
resulting in fewer responses overall. This result may also explain why we did not observe
a training effect on caregiver’s initiation in FM+Quiet, though there was a training effect
on child’s vocalization in this condition (Figure 16-bottom panel), as reported in the
Results.
4.3.2 Child FM02 And His Mother
Regarding training effects on the interaction between parent and child FM02,
some observation should be noted. First, though no differences were observed on child’s
vocalization and parent’s initiation within each condition, there was an overall trend
toward training effects on HA+Noise, FM+Quiet, and FM+Noise. For example,
responses per minute of child’s vocalization, parent’s responses, and parent’s initiation
increased at the beginning session in post-training HA+Noise in comparison to those
responses (of the three communicative behaviors) at the ending session in pre-training
HA+Noise (Figure 12-bottom panel). Similarly, this trend was observed between pretraining vs. post-training FM+Quiet, and pre-training vs. post-training FM+Noise (Figure
13). This observation suggested that training effects occurred in the first sessions of the
post-training phase across the three communication behaviors in these conditions (e.g.,
HA+Noise, FM+Quiet, and FM+Noise). However, the training effect was not maintained
in the following sessions of these communicative behaviors across these conditions. One
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explanation could be parent fatigue. The mother later told the investigator that she did not
get enough sleep the night before and fell asleep toward the end of the last sessions.
Fatigue may also have been responsible for no clearly observable reversal in trend
between HA+Quiet and FM+Quiet. That is, while parent’s initiation was higher in pretraining HA+Quiet than pre-training FM+Quiet, parent’s initiation was higher in posttraining FM+Quiet than post-training HA+Quiet (Figure 21-bottom panel).
It was informally observed that child FM02 and his parent had good
communication skills during the interaction, we observed a trend of increased initiation
from the parent that led to a trend of increased vocalization from the child for posttraining FM+Quiet (Figure 21-top panel). However, because the increase in child’s
vocalization did not maintain during the last two sessions in post-training FM+Quiet, we
did not classify this as an overall training effect on child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet
condition.
There was also a reversal in trend in pre- and post-training HA+Quiet vs. pre- and
post-training FM+Noise condition. That is, responses per minute of parent’s initiation
were higher in pre-training HA+Quiet than pre-training FM+Noise, whereas responses
per minute of parent’s initiation reversed in post-training HA+Quiet vs. post-training
FM+Noise (Figure 23-bottom panel). However, we did not classify this as an overall
training effect because responses per minute of parent’s initiation dropped down at the
last two sessions of post-training FM+Noise. Fatigue may also have been an explanation
for this decline.
4.4 Reflection On
The Literature Review
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Recall that although there was an average 12 dB gain obtained in the FM-only
mode (section II.2.2), responses per minute of child’s vocalization in FM+Quiet was not
higher than that in HA+Quiet for participant FM01 (Figure 6-top panel). This suggested
that FM system use did not affect or help to improve child’s interaction (i.e.,
vocalization) in the quiet listening environment. This finding is not in agreement with the
findings reported in Boothroyd and Iglehart (1998), in which they found the FM-only
mode to be better than the HA-only mode in quiet. There are possible reasons for this
difference. First, one advantage of an FM system that can be clearly observed is when the
distance between a talker and a listener is further than 2m (Hawkins, 1984). In the present
investigation, the distance between the parent/caregiver and child was less than 2m since
both conversational partners were sitting on the 1.8m-circle rug as depicted in Figure 1.
As a result, advantages of FM system use might not be observed when the distance
between a talker and a listener is less than 1m, as assessed in the present study. Second,
Boothroyd and Iglehart (1998) assessed the impact of FM system use on phoneme
recognition of school-aged children with severe-to-profound hearing loss whereas we
evaluated the FM impact on the interaction between parents/caregivers and young
children with less degrees of hearing loss. Therefore, both studies have different
populations of interest as well as outcomes of interest. It follows that lack of an FM
advantage in Quiet in the present study may be due to these differences.
There was also no difference between HA+Noise and FM+Noise in both pre- and
post-training for the interaction between caregiver and child FM01 (Figure 17). This
finding is also not in agreement with the findings reported in Hawkins (1984) and
Boothroyd and Iglehart (1998). Their findings indicated that FM advantages were
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observed in both quiet and noisy listening conditions, especially in noisy conditions.
There are possible reasons for this difference. First, the HA and FM fitting schemes are
not compatible between the studies. Second, distance could play a factor as
aforementioned to explain why child’s vocalization of HA+Quiet was higher than that of
the FM+Quiet for child FM01 (Figure 6-top panel). Third, it is possible that the impact of
FM system use in noise for the FM-only mode could be observed at a micro level of
dependent variables such as phonemes correct and word recognition (Hawkins, 1984;
Boothroyd & Iglehart, 1998), but not at a broader level as we assessed it in the present
study (i.e., conversational turn-taking, responses, or initiation).
Since the microphone of child FM02’s HAs was still operational in the FM-only
mode, findings revealed that child’s vocalization did not increase in our FM-only
condition, or more correctly the FM (+HA) mode, in comparison with the HA-only
mode. That means, there was no difference between the HA-only and FM (+HA) mode in
child’s vocalization for participant FM02 (Figure 9-top panel). This result is in agreement
with findings from the previous studies (Hawkins, 1984; Boothroyd & Iglehart, 1998)
although the setting or targets of interest were different between the current study and the
previous ones. For example, Boothroyd & Iglehart (1998) reported that the k value (i.e.,
the benefit of device of interest) of FM+HA was 1.25 whereas it was 1.70 in HA-only
condition. A finding from Hawkins’ study (1984) indicated that FM+HA mode is better
than HA-only mode when the microphones of HA and FM system are directional.
Otherwise, no difference between FM+HA and HA-only mode was observed.
Regarding training effects on parent/caregiver-child interaction, findings of the
present study were in agreement with the findings reported in Girolametto et al. (2003)
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and Tannock et al. (1992). That is, improvements were observed in interaction between
parent/caregiver and child after training or intervention. For example, improvement after
training was observed for parents in terms of rate of turns, language-model strategies,
directive behaviors, and responses (Tannock et al., 1992). Also, Girolametto et al. (2003)
reported that caregivers of the experimental group were significantly more talkative (e.g.,
number of utterances) and used significantly more words per minute than caregivers of
the control group after training. Findings of the present study also showed that
parent/caregiver’s initiative turn-taking increased after training. For children’s outcomes
after training, previous studies reported that children in the experimental group used a
significantly greater number of utterances than children in the control group (Girolametto
et al., 2003), and had higher rates of vocal turns (Tannock et al., 1992). In general,
children in the present study increased in responses per minute of child’s vocalization.
4.5 Limitations And Future Studies
Recall that no differences were observed between some conditions post
caregiver’s training (i.e., FM+Quiet vs. FM+Noise & HA+Quiet vs. FM+Quiet; Figures
15 & 16-bottom panels) for child FM01. This result is likely due to the fact that fewer
turns were coded when the caregiver of child FM01 took longer turns and longer pauses
between turns in the last sessions across these conditions. Since the present study did not
include lengths of turns and lengths of pauses between turns as dependent variables,
future study should include these variables when examining interactions between children
and parents/caregivers in various listening environments.
In addition, the present study did not classify question types that
parents/caregivers used to initiate a conversational turn. Future study should classify
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types of questions that parents/caregivers use such as asking questions to introduce a
novel idea/activity or to request a clarification when the parent/caregiver cannot hear
well.
Parent/caregiver fatigue likely confounded the effects of training especially on
parent/caregiver’s initiation as elaborated in the Discussion section for Figures 20 and 23.
Rest periods and/or refreshment breaks should be more effectively taken into account in
future studies. For example, a session at the beginning of each visit could be considered a
warm-up and not included in the analyses. In addition, the length of visits could be
shortened to avoid the potential fatigue effects at the end of a visit. Furthermore, pacing
could be used as a strategy to rectify fatigue. For example, parent/caregiver could be
instructed to initiate a conversation if a certain amount of time passes without her/him
doing so. Another solution could be using a programmed-reinforcer provided to the
parent/caregiver to avoid the fatigue effect in future studies.
Finally, there were two kinds of communication strategies (e.g., initiation and
responses) that were provided in the parent/caregiver training handout. The parent and
caregiver who participated in the present study were encouraged to apply the strategies
they felt most comfortable with. As a result, the parent/caregiver could practice both
initiative and responding skills or one of these strategies when interacting with her child
in Experiment 2. Although no formal data were collected, it appears that both the
caregiver of FM01 child and the mother of FM02 child used more questions as a strategy
to improve the interaction than other types of communication strategies as introduced in
the handout of the training (Appendix A). This trend could explain why we did not
observe an improvement post-training for the parent/caregiver’s response though
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probability of parent/caregiver’s response post-training was as high as that of the pretraining and even steadier in the post-training phase. Future study should revise the
training handout or emphasize applying one strategy at a time in order to observe training
effects on certain types of these strategies. Furthermore, we spent 15-minutes training per
visit to work with the parent/caregiver for the last two visits of Experiment 2. It is
possible that if the length of parent/caregiver training was extended or more visits posttraining provided in future studies, parent/caregiver training would have a greater impact.
In addition, follow-up post-training could be included in future studies in order to
evaluate parent/caregiver training effects and to examine the impact of parent/caregiver
training on FM system use for a longer period of time post-training, and to examine
generalization outside of the research environment.
Though the main goal of the present study was to assess the impact of FM system
use vs. HA use in different listening environments, the results of child FM02 were not
actually derived from these two settings (i.e., HA-only vs. FM-only mode, but instead
HA-only vs. FM+HA), as previously discussed. These three settings (i.e., HA-only, FMonly, & FM+HA) should be included in future studies to aid in the generalization of
findings across all possible HA/FM combinations. In addition, a continuum of SNRs
instead of the fixed SNR used in the current study may be more effective in observing a
widespread FM advantage and may give a clearer indication of FM performance in real
life settings.
Overall, fitting schemes and FM modes, distance, and interaction level appear to
be major factors that should be accounted for in order to assess the impact of FM system
use on parent/caregiver-child interaction in various listening environments (i.e., various
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SNRs). Generalization of the findings of the present study is limited unless additional
children with the same criteria are recruited. Noisy listening environments not only affect
speech, language, and communication skills for children with hearing impairment, but
also children with other disabilities. Therefore, the same study design could be conducted
for children with different severities of hearing loss and/or additional disabilities, or for
children with different experiences using amplification devices (e.g., hearing aids,
cochlear implants).
4.6 Conclusions
The results of this study point to three major conclusions when we assessed the
impact of FM system use and parent/caregiver training on young children with hearing
impairment in a noisy listening environment:
1. FM system use (i.e., FM-only mode) facilitated FM01 child’s ability to maintain
the same level of interaction in a noisy environment as in a quiet environment.
2. Training enhanced the impact of FM system use for both child’s vocalization and
caregiver’s initiation for child FM01, and parent’s initiation for child FM02.
3. It is important to verify the function of both FM system and HA microphones to
ensure access to an FM advantage.
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Table 4. Summary of results for participant FM01 and his caregiver
Comparison of Conditions

Child’s vocalization

Caregiver’s
responses

Caregiver’s
initiation

Experiment 1
HAQ vs. HAN (Figure 2)
FMQ vs. FMN (Figure 4)
HAQ vs. FMQ (Figure 6)
HAN vs. FMN (Figure 8)

HAQ>HAN
HAQ>FMQ
-

-

-

Experiment 2: Pre-training vs. Post-training (Within condition)
HAQ (Figure 10)
HAN (Figure 10)
FMQ (Figure 11)
FMN (Figure 11)

-

-

Post FMQ > Pre FMQ
Post FMN > Pre FMN

Experiment 2: Pre-training vs. Post-training (Between condition)
HAQ vs. HAN
(Figure 14)
FMQ vs. FMN (Figure 15)
HAQ vs. FMQ (Figure 16 )
HAN vs. FMN (Figure 17 )
HAQ vs. FMN (Figure 18 )

Pre HAQ>Pre HAN
Post HAQ=Post HAN
Pre HAQ>Pre FMQ
Post HAQ=Post FMQ
-

-

-

-

-

Note.HAQ = Hearing Aid + Quiet listening condition; HAN = Hearing Aid + Noise condition; FMQ = FM+ Quiet
condition; FMN = FM+ Noise condition; Pre FMQ = Pre-training results of FMQ condition; Post
FMQ = Post-training results of FMQ condition; Pre FMN = Pre-training results of FMN condition; Post FMN =
Post-training results of FMN condition; Pre HAQ = Pre-training results of HAQ condition; Post HAQ =
Post-training results of HAQ condition; Pre HAN = Pre-training results of HAN condition; Post HAN =
Post-training results of HAN condition; A dash (-) indicates no difference between the pair wise comparison of
interest.
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Table 5. Summary of results for participant FM02 and his parent
Comparison of Conditions

Child’s vocalization

Parent’s
responses

Parent’s initiation

Experiment 1
HAQ vs. HAN (Figure 3)
FMQ vs. FMN (Figure 5)
HAQ vs. FMQ (Figure 7)
HAN vs. FMN (Figure 9)

-

-

HAQ > FMQ
-

Experiment 2: Pre-training vs. Post-training (Within condition)
HAQ (Figure 12)
HAN (Figure 12)
FMQ (Figure 13)
FMN (Figure 13)

-

-

-

Experiment 2: Pre-training vs. Post-training (Between condition)
HAQ vs. HAN (Figure 19)
FMQ vs. FMN (Figure 20)
HAQ vs. FMQ (Figure 21)

-

-

HAN vs. FMN (Figure 22)
HAQ vs. FMN (Figure 23)

-

-

Pre HAQ>Pre
FMQ
Post HAQ=Post
FMQ
-

Note.HAQ = Hearing Aid + Quiet listening condition; HAN = Hearing Aid + Noise condition; FMQ = FM+ Quiet
condition; FMN = FM+ Noise condition; Pre FMQ = Pre-training results of FMQ condition; Post
FMQ = Post-training results of FMQ condition; Pre FMN = Pre-training results of FMN condition; Post FMN =
Post-training results of FMN condition; Pre HAQ = Pre-training results of HAQ condition; Post HAQ =
Post-training results of HAQ condition; Pre HAN = Pre-training results of HAN condition; Post HAN =
Post-training results of HAN condition; A dash (-) indicates no difference between the pair wise comparison of
interest.
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Table 6. Electroacoustic measures from hearing aid and FM system for child FM01
EAR
LEFT
(dB
SPL)

Setting

250
Hz
81
83
48

500
Hz
85
94
48

1
KHz
63
77
30

1.6
KHz
70
85
35

2
KHz
70
87
45

3
KHz
68
83
45

4
KHz
65
79
45

6
KHz
62
69
45

HA only
FM only
FM only+HAmic on/
FM mic off
HA only
88
86
79
70
68
73
72
57
RIGHT FM only
88
95
93
86
86
88
87
65
FM only+HAmic on/ 50
40
42
38
42
44
48
40
(dB
FM mic off
SPL)
Note. In the HA only setting, the HA is inside the electroacoustic testbox; in the FM only setting, the FM
microphone is inside and the HA microphone is outside of electroacoustic testbox; and in the FM only
mode when the FM microphone is off, the HA microphone is on and inside of the electroacoustic testbox.
Test signal was 65 dB SPL speech input level.
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Table 7. Electroacoustic measures from hearing aid and FM system for child FM02
EAR
LEFT
(dB
SPL)

Setting

250
Hz
65
46
44

500
Hz
74
72
65

1
KHz
83
80
72

1.6
KHz
84
80
80

2
KHz
87
83
81

3
KHz
77
71
69

4
KHz
61
60
57

6
KHz
34
28
38

HA only
FM only
FM only+HAmic on/
FM mic off
HA only
60
73
82
89
92
79
74
42
RIGHT FM only
37
70
76
81
87
70
70
29
FM only+HAmic on/ 54
61
69
82
87
70
66
46
(dB
FM mic off
SPL)
Note. In the HA only setting, the HA is inside the electroacoustic testbox; in the FM only setting, the FM
microphone is inside and the HA microphone is outside of electroacoustic testbox; and in the FM only
mode when the FM microphone is off, the HA microphone is on and inside of the electroacoustic testbox.
Test signal was 50 dB SPL pure tone sweep input level.
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APPENDIX: A HANDOUT
PARENT/CAREGIVER’S COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES TO FACILITATE
CHILD’S SPEECH AND LANGUAGE LEARNING
Adapted from The Hanen Program for Parents - “It Takes Two to Talk” (Girolametto &
Weitzman, 2006)
Part A. Parent/caregiver responds to child’s communication by
1.

Using repetition strategy

Ex: Child says: “Black dog.” and Caregiver responds: “Black dog.” (repetition).
2.

Using expansion strategy

Ex: Child says: “Black dog.” and Caregiver responds: “I see a black dog.” (expansion)
3.

Using approximation strategy

Ex: Child says: “babi” and Caregiver responds: “babi what?” or “ba, you see the ball”
(approximation).
Part B. Parent/caregiver develops or maintains balanced turn taking by
1.

Match the length of your child’s turn

Ex: Child says: “I don’t like it.” And Caregiver could say: “Oh, you don’t like it do
you?”
2.

Match your child’s pace

Ex: Child says: “I don’t like it.” And Caregiver could say: “I don’t like it either. Why
don’t you like it?” and then wait for the child to respond.
3.

Match your child’s interest

Ex: Child says:” I want to make a pancake.” And Caregiver could
respond:____________
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4.

Ask questions that keep the conversation going

Ex: Child says: “Beep beep. Get out of the way.” And Caregiver could
say:_____________
5.

Turn questions into comments

Ex: Child says: “I want to play with that kitchen set.” And caregiver could respond:
“Can you bring it closer?” and follows the child’s activity and comments: “That‘s right.
Bring it closer to us_________.”
6.

Combine questions with comments

Ex: Child says: “Baby is hungry.” and Caregiver could say: “Baby’s hungry. What
should we do?”
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